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Abstract: Recent development in the physics of high-temperature superconductivity is reviewed, with special
emphasis on the studies of the low-energy excitations of cuprate and iron-based superconductors. For cuprate
superconductors, a phenomenology based on coexisting competing orders with superconductivity in the ground
state of these doped Mott insulators is shown to provide a consistent account for a wide range of experimental
findings. In the case of iron-based superconductors, studies of the low-energy excitations reveal interesting
similarities and differences when compared with cuprate superconductors. In contrast to the single-band cuprate
superconductivity with an insulating parent state, the ferrous superconductors are multi-band materials with a
semi-metallic parent state and exhibit two-gap superconductivity when doped. On the other hand, both systems
exhibit strong antiferromagnetic correlation and Fermi-surface distortion, leading to unconventional pairing
symmetries with sign-changing order parameters on different parts of the Fermi surface. These findings suggest
that the pairing potentials in both the cuprate and the ferrous superconductors are generally repulsive, thus favor
a pairing mechanism that is electronically driven and a pairing strength that is closely related to the electronic
correlation. The physical implications of the unified phenomenology based on antiferromagnetic correlations
and remaining open issues associated with the cuprate and ferrous superconductivity are discussed.

1. Introduction
Since the discovery of superconductivity about 100 years ago, the subject of superconductivity has
remained one of the most intellectually challenging topics in condensed matter physics. Although much progress
has been made in the physics and applications of superconductivity, to date it is still impossible to predict from
first principle whether a specific type of material or compound would become superconducting below a given
temperature. Moreover, the discovery of high-temperature superconducting (high-Tc) cuprates in 1986 [1] and the
subsequent discovery of the iron-based superconductors in 2008 [2] have completely defied the conventional
wisdom to avoid oxides and magnetic materials in search of high-Tc superconductors. Despite intense research
efforts worldwide, the pairing mechanism for high-Tc superconductivity remains elusive to date. On the other
hand, the discovery of iron-based high-Tc superconductors provides interesting comparisons with the cuprate
superconductors, which help shed new light on the mystery of high-Tc pairing mechanism.
The objective of this review is to survey the up-to-date status of experimental manifestations of
unconventional low-energy excitations in the cuprates, explore the feasibility of a unified phenomenology for all
cuprates, compare the findings in the cuprates with those of the iron-based superconductors, and then discuss the
implications of these studies on the microscopic pairing mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2 an overview is given for the representative empirical
findings of unconventional low-energy excitations in the cuprate superconductors, followed by discussions of
the underlying physics associated with these phenomena in various states, including the zero-field pairing state
below the superconducting transition, the zero-field normal state above the superconducting transition, and the
vortex state in the presence of finite magnetic fields. In Section 3 we review the basic properties of iron-based
superconductors and the characteristics of low-energy quasiparticle and spin excitations, and then discuss the
theoretical implications associated with these empirical findings. In Section 4 we compare the low-energy
excitations of the cuprate and ferrous superconductors, and discuss the physical implications on the mechanism
for high-temperature superconductivity. Additionally, important open issues and possible clues in the quest for
high-temperature superconductivity are summarized. Finally, Section 5 concludes the status of our current
understanding of cuprate and ferrous superconductivity and the challenges required to unravel the mystery of the
high-temperature superconducting mechanism.
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2. Unconventional Low-Energy Excitations in the Cuprate Superconductors
2.1. Overview
Cuprate superconductors are doped antiferromagnetic (AFM) Mott insulators with strong electronic
correlation [3-7]. Mott insulators differ from conventional “band insulators” in that the latter are dictated by the
Pauli exclusion principle when the highest occupied band contains two electrons per unit cell, whereas the
former are influenced by the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion such that double occupancy of electrons per unit
cell is energetically unfavorable and the electronic system behaves like an insulator rather than a good conductor
at half filling. An important signature of doped Mott insulators is the strong electronic correlation among the
carriers due to poor screening and the sensitivity of their ground state to the doping level. In the cuprates, the
ground state of the undoped perovskite oxide is an antiferromagnetic (AFM) Mott insulator, with nearestneighbor Cu2+-Cu2+ AFM exchange interaction in the CuO2 planes [8]. Depending on doping with either
electrons or holes into the CuO2 planes [8,9], the Néel temperature (TN) for the AFM-to-paramagnetic transition
decreases with increasing doping level. Upon further doping of carriers, long-range AFM vanishes, spin
fluctuations become important, and various competing orders (COs) begin to appear in the ground state,
followed by the occurrence of superconductivity (SC). As schematically illustrated in the phase diagrams for the
hole- and electron type cuprates in Fig. 1(a), the superconducting transition temperature (Tc) first increases with
increasing doping level (), reaching a maximum Tc at an optimal doping level, then decreases and finally
vanishes with further increase of doping.
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Fig. 1: (a) A schematic zero-field temperature (T) versus doping level (δ) generic phase diagram for electronand hole-type cuprates [7]. (AFM: antiferromagnetism, CO: competing order, SC: superconductivity, δ: doping
level, TN: Néel temperature, Tc: superconducting transition temperature, T*: low-energy pseudogap (PG)
temperature, TPG: high-energy pseudogap temperature). (b) A feasible explanation for the asymmetric hole- and
electron-type phase diagrams may be attributed to the differences in the ratio of the SC energy gap (SC) relative
to the competing order energy gap (VCO): For hole-type cuprates revealing low-energy PG phenomena,
empirical evidences suggest VCO  SC [7,10-16]. In contrast, tunneling experiments indicate a “hidden CO gap”
only revealed in the vortex state of the electron-type cuprate superconductors with VCO < SC [7,10,13,17].
Although much similarity exists between the phase diagrams for the hole- and electron-type cuprates,
closer inspection indicates asymmetric characteristics: For hole-type cuprates in the under- and optimally doped
regime, the physical properties above Tc but below a crossover temperature T*, known as the low-energy
pseudogap (PG) temperature, are significantly different from those of Fermi liquids, including slightly
suppressed electronic density of states (DOS) referred to as the low-energy PG phenomenon [18-20] and
incompletely recovered Fermi surfaces in the momentum space known as the Fermi arc phenomenon [16,19,21].
Here the PG phenomenon refers to the observation of a soft gap without coherence peaks in the quasiparticle
excitation spectra above Tc in hole-type cuprates and below a PG temperature T*, as exemplified in Fig. 2.
Evidence for the PG in hole-type cuprates has been reported in tunneling measurements [7,10-15,20,22-25] , 63Cu spinlattice relaxation rate and 63Cu Knight shift in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments [18,26-31] , optical
conductivity experiments [18,32], Raman scattering experiments [33,34] and angle resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements [19,21]. Intimately related to the PG is the observation of Fermi arcs in the
hole-type cuprates, which refers to an incomplete recovery of the full Fermi surface for temperature in the range

Tc < T < T* [16,19,21], and will be discussed in more details in Section 2.3. On the other hand, neither low-energy
PG [7,17,35] nor Fermi arc phenomena [36] can be found in the electron-type cuprate superconductors in the
absence of magnetic fields. Interestingly, however, break-junction tunneling spectra of a one-layer electron-type
cuprate revealed PG phenomena at T < Tc in the vortex state [37,38]. Similarly, spatially resolved scanning
tunneling spectroscopic studies of the vortex state of the infinite-layer electron-type cuprate Sr0.9La0.1CuO2
revealed PG features with a characteristic energy PG < SC inside the vortex core [7,10,17]. Moreover, electronic
Raman scattering experiments on Nd2-xCexCuO4 also revealed contributions of an additional small energy gap
in the SC state [39]. Thus, many of the seemingly puzzling asymmetric properties between the hole- and electrontype cuprates may be explained by the differences in the ratio of the SC energy gap (SC) relative to a competing
order (CO) energy gap (VCO) and by attributing the origin of the low-energy PG phenomena to the presence of a
CO energy gap so that VCO ~ PG [7,10-17]. Thus, the presence (absence) of the zero-field low-energy PG
phenomena in the hole-type (electron-type) cuprate superconductors may be considered as the result of VCO 
SC (VCO < SC), as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(b). A feasible physical cause for such differences will be
discussed later.
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Fig. 2: Manifestations of the pseudogap (PG) phenomena in quasiparticle tunneling spectra based on the
assumptions of coexisting superconductivity (SC) with a competing order (CO) in the ground state of a cuprate
superconductor [7,10-13] and VCO  SC, where VCO (SC) denotes the CO (SC) energy gap. (a) The quasiparticle
density of states (NSC/CO) at T << Tc, as calculated from the CO scenario elaborated in Section 2.2.2, is
normalized relative to the normal-state density of states (NN) as a function of the quasiparticle energy . Here it
is assumed VCO = 50 meV and SC = 33 meV, which correspond to the spectral parameters obtained from fitting
the data of optimally doped Bi-2212 system with Tc ~ 92 K [12,13]. The calculated spectrum exhibits sharp
coherence peaks at energy  = SC and small “humps” at  = eff, where the effective gap energy eff is
defined by (eff)2  (SC)2 + (VCO)2. This finding is in general agreement with the tunneling spectra obtained
from under- and optimally hole-doped cuprate superconductors [20]. (b) For temperature in the range Tc < T <<
T*, a spectral PG feature remains at  <~  VCO, which is consistent with the fact that SC vanishes above Tc
[12,13]
.
In addition to the contrasting low-energy charge excitations among the hole- and electron-type
cuprates, the low-energy spin excitations also exhibit electron-hole asymmetry: Neutron scattering experiments
on the hole-type La2−xSrxCuO4−y reveal incommensurate spin correlations in the superconducting state, with a
temperature independent spin gap observed both below and above Tc [40–42]. One the other hand, the one-layer
electron-type cuprate Nd2−xCexCuO4−y (NCCO) [43] displayed commensurate spin correlations and a temperature
dependent spin gap in neutron scattering experiments [43]. Furthermore, the spin gap of NCCO was observed to
reach a maximum as T → 0 and disappeared as T → Tc [43]. Therefore, the spin gap in both hole- and electrontype cuprates may be related to the charge PG, as the spin gap and PG are both absent above Tc in the electrondoped cuprates and present above Tc in hole-doped cuprates. Moreover, enhancement of a static commensurate
magnetic order by application of a magnetic field up to 9 T in electron-doped Pr0.89LaCe0.11CuO4 (PLCCO) is
observed [44], and a commensurate quasi-2D spin density wave (SDW) enhanced by the application of a
magnetic field equal to 5 T in underdoped Pr0.88LaCe0.12CuO4 is also reported [45].

In addition to the low-energy PG phenomenon that is correlated with the Fermi arcs and only found in
hole-type cuprates slightly above Tc, there is a high-energy PG (denoted by TPG in Fig. 1(a)) that is present in
both electron- and hole-type cuprates according to optical [46,47] and neutron scattering [48] experiments. As
further elaborated in this review, the low-energy PG may be associated with the onset of competing orders
(COs). In contrast, the high-energy PG appears to be related to the short-range magnetic exchange coupling in
the cuprates [3].
Physically, the existence of various competing orders (COs) besides superconductivity (SC) in the
ground state of the cuprates may be attributed to the complexity of the cuprates and the strong electronic
correlation, which is in stark contrasts to conventional superconductors where SC is the sole ground state. The
presence of COs has been manifested by a wide range of experiments, including x-ray and neutron scattering [4045,48-55]
, muon spin resonance (SR) [56], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [57,58], optical conductivity [46,47] and
Raman scattering [33,34,39], angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) [21,59,60] and scanning tunneling
microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) [7,10-17,24,61-64]. Moreover, theoretical evidences for COs have been provided
by analytical modeling and numerical simulations [3-6,65-75]. The occurrence of a specific type of CO such as the
spin density wave (SDW) [5,6,68-70], pair density wave (PDW) [71,72], d-density wave (DDW) [73,74] or charge
density wave (CDW) [4,75] depends on the microscopic properties of a given cuprate, such as electron or holedoping, the doping level (), and the number of CuO2 layers per unit cell (n) [7,10-17,76-78].
Although the relevance of competing orders to cuprate superconductivity remains unclear to date, the
existence of COs has a number of important physical consequences. In addition to the aforementioned nonuniversal phenomena among different cuprates, quantum criticality naturally emerges naturally as the result of
competing phases in the ground state [5-7,66,67]. Moreover, strong quantum fluctuations are expected due to the
proximity to quantum criticality [7,14,15,66,77,78], and the low-energy excitations from the ground state become
unconventional due to the redistributions of the spectral weight between SC and COs in the ground state [7,10-17].
Macroscopically, the presence of COs and strong quantum fluctuations naturally lead to weakened
superconducting stiffness upon increasing T and magnetic field H [7,14,77-80], which contributes to the extreme
type-II nature and the novel vortex dynamics of cuprate superconductors [81-97]. Additionally, a novel vortex
liquid may exist in the presence high magnetic fields at low temperatures [77,78], giving rise to quantum
oscillations in the “strange metallic state” of the cuprates when the applied magnetic fields (H) are still much
smaller than the upper critical field Hc2 [98-102]. Indeed, theoretical analysis of the experimental data taken on
underdoped hole-type cuprates YB2Cu3O6+x (Y-123) reveals that the commonly held assumption that the
oscillation period is given by the underlying Fermi-surface area via the Onsager relation becomes invalid [103],
prompting conjectures for reconstructed Fermi surfaces due to incommensurate SDW [102,104]. However, the
observation of negative Hall effects [105] in the low-temperature high-field limit where quantum oscillations
appear is similar to the commonly observed anomalous sign-reversal Hall conductivity of both hole- and
electron-type cuprates in the flux flow limit [106-111]. These findings suggest that quantum fluctuations and COs
may be both relevant to the appearance of quantum oscillations.
Given that the manifestation of unconventional low-energy excitations is one of the natural
consequences of COs in the ground state of cuprates, investigation of the low-energy excitations can help reveal
the characteristics of relevant COs. Here we summarize the best known unconventional phenomena to be
discussed in this section: the appearance of satellite features [7,10-15,20] and energy-independent local density of
states (LDOS) modulations in the quasiparticle spectra below Tc [7,10,11,24,61-64]; the existence of a low-energy PG
[23-25]
and the appearance of the Fermi arcs for Tc < T < T* in hole-type cuprates [16,19,21]; “dichotomy” in the
momentum dependence of quasiparticle coherence in hole-type cuprates [12,19,112,113]; PG-like vortex-core states
in both electron- and hole-type cuprate superconductors [10,11,17,114]; strong quantum fluctuations found in all
cuprates for H* < H << Hc2 at T  0, where the crossover field H* is dependent on the doping level, the
electronic anisotropy, and the number of CuO2 layers per unit cell [14,15,77,78]; the occurrence of quantum
oscillations in the vortex liquid phase of hole-type cuprate superconductors for magnetic fields applied
perpendicular to the CuO2 planes [98-102]; the anomalous sign-reversal of the Hall conductivity in the vortex
liquid state [106-111]; and the anomalous Nernst effect appearing in the normal state of hole-type cuprate
superconductors [115,116].
Various theoretical attempts have been made to explain the aforementioned anomalous behaviors
amongst the cuprates, which may be largely categorized into two types of scenarios known as the “one-gap” [117]
and “two-gap” models [7]. The former is associated with the “pre-formed pair” conjecture that asserts strong
phase fluctuations in the cuprates so that formation of Cooper pairs may occur at a temperature well above the
superconducting transition [117]. The latter considers coexistence of COs and SC with different energy scales in
the ground state of the cuprates [7], as described in this overview. While the unconventional and asymmetric

low-energy excitations amongst the hole- and electron-type cuprates have puzzled researchers and derailed the
successful development of a microscopic theory that consistently accounts for all the differences found in the
cuprates of varying doping levels, there appear to be a converging consensus recently based on the two-gap
model to consistently account for most experimental phenomena [7,10,21,33,34,57,58,60,64]. Moreover, the occurrence
of COs does not exclude the possibility of pre-formed Cooper pairs [25] above the superconducting transition,
because there is no apparent reason for a CO that coexists with coherent Cooper pairs below Tc to be
incompatible with incoherent Cooper pairs above Tc and below the PG temperature T*. Nonetheless, several
open issues remain. Further, whether the presence of COs is relevant or even devastating to the occurrence of
cuprate superconductivity is still inconclusive.
In this section we survey the up-to-date status of experimental manifestations of unconventional lowenergy excitations in the cuprates, explore the feasibility of a unified phenomenology for all cuprates based on
the CO scenario, and then discuss the implications of the phenomenology in the context of microscopic pairing
mechanism of cuprate superconductivity. The survey is divided into three subsections for the pairing state and
normal state in zero fields, and for the vortex state in finite fields.
2.2. The Zero-Field Pairing State
As mentioned in the overview, the proximity of the cuprates to Mott insulators implies strong
electronic correlation in the parent compound and in the small doping limit. To understand the formation of
holes in the strongly correlated cuprates, an effective one-band t-J model was formulated by Zhang and Rice
[118]
, in which the eigen-state of a single CuO4 cluster is considered. That is, when a hole is introduced into the
CuO4 cluster, an orbital with dx2−y2 symmetry among the four oxygen atoms can form, which will hybridize with
the 3d 9-state of the central copper site, whereas the 3d 8-state of the copper site (which corresponds to a double
occupancy of holes at the same site) is forbidden due to the large (up to ~ 8 eV) onsite Coulomb repulsion
energy. More specifically, the lowest-energy hybrid configuration with Coulomb interaction included would
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involve a singlet combination of the two states: [(1 p 2 p )3 (1 p 2 p )(3d  )] and [(1 p 2 2 p 6 ) 4 (3d 10 )] , which is
known as the “Zhang-Rice singlet”. Here  denotes that spin state of an electron in the p or d-orbital. By
considering the tunneling among these singlets in a half-filled CuO2 plane, Zhang and Rice were able to derive
an effective one-band t-J model [118]. Such singlet pairing for delocalized holes could reduce the strong onsite
Coulomb repulsion, and would favor the unconventional dx2−y2–wave pairing symmetry.
2.2.1. Unconventional pairing symmetry
Historically, one of the most heated debates in the first decade of cuprate superconductivity research
was the pairing symmetry [119-122]. From the symmetry point of view, the pairing channels of a singlet
superconductor with the square-lattice symmetry must be consistent with even orbital quantum numbers (such
as s, d, g ... for ℓ = 0, 2, 4 ... or their linear combinations). Given the quasi-two dimensional nature of most
cuprates and the strong on-site Coulomb repulsion, it is feasible that the pairing symmetry is predominantly
associated with the d-channel rather than the s-channel in order to minimize the Coulomb repulsion and to
accommodate the quasi-two dimensional nature of the cuprates at the price of a higher kinetic energy.
The issue of the pairing symmetry in cuprate superconductors was eventually settled by means of phase
sensitive measurements [119-122]. It was also realized later on that directional quasiparticle tunneling spectra by
means of STS studies of the cuprate single crystals along different crystalline planes were also good
experimental verifications of the pairing symmetry [123-127], because different pairing symmetries would result in
distinctly different characteristics in the directional quasiparticle tunneling spectra due to the phase-changing
pairing potential with varying quasiparticle momentum k [128-130], as schematically exemplified in Fig. 3 for the
s-wave and dx2−y2-wave pairing potentials. Indeed, overwhelming experimental evidences [119-127] have revealed
signatures for predominantly dx2−y2 pairing symmetry in all hole-type cuprate superconductors that are underdoped or optimally doped.
The principle for verifying the pairing symmetry of a superconductor with a pairing potential k is
based the generalized Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk (BTK) model [131] first derived by Hu, Tanaka and Kashiwaya
[128-130]
. Specifically, for an N-I-S junction (N: normal metal, I: insulator, S: superconductor) such as in the case
of an STS experiment with a metallic tip, the tunneling conductance (dINS/dV) under a biased voltage V and at T
= 0 is given by [128-130]:
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where |a(E,)|2 and |b(E,)|2 in Eq. (1) refer to the Andreev reflection and normal reflection coefficients,
respectively, E = eV is the quasiparticle energy,  is the incident angle of quasiparticles relative to the N-I-S
junction,  denotes the tunneling cone, N is the normal state conductance, and  and  in Eq. (2) are related
to the electron-like (+) and hole-like () quasiparticle pairing potentials  as follows [128-130]:
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the quansiparticle tunneling spectra obtained from the s-wave and dx2−y2-wave pairing
symmetries [128-130,132]: (a) Momentum (k) independent quasiparticle tunneling conductance (dI/dV) vs. energy
(E) normalized to the isotropic s-wave superconducting gap (s). The right panel depicts the isotropic s-wave
superconducting gap in the k-space. (b) Momentum (k)-dependent quasiparticle tunneling conductance spectra
for a dx2−y2-wave pairing superconductor, where the dx2−y2-wave pairing potential is approximated by the relation
k = 0 cos(2k), and k denotes the incident angle of the quasiparticle momentum k relative to the anti-nodal
direction of the dx2−y2-wave pairing potential. The right panel depicts the anisotropic dx2−y2-wave superconducting
gap in the k-space. We note strong k-dependent spectral characteristics. In particular, for k along the nodal
direction, a sharp peak known as the zero-bias conductance peak (ZBCP) [128-130] appears due to the presence of
Andreev bound states. For more details, see Refs. [123-130].

Thus, given a pairing potential of a superconductor, the incident angle of the quasiparticles relative to the N-I-S
junction and the tunneling cone for the incident quasiparticles, the resulting tunneling spectra can be derived
from Eqs. (1) – (3), provided that SC is the only ground state and that the sample is relatively clean so that
spectral broadening due to the finite quasiparticle lifetime may be neglected.
While the pairing symmetry of most cuprates is predominantly dx2−y2, mixed pairing symmetries (such
as dx2−y2+s) have been widely reported in a number of cuprates, including in the tunneling junction studies
[124,133,134]
, phase sensitive measurements [135,136], microwave spectra [137], optical spectra [138], and SR
penetration depth measurements [139,140]. In particular, the subdominant s-wave component appears to increase
with increasing hole doping, as demonstrated by both STS and Raman spectroscopic studies [124,138]. As
exemplified in Fig. 4(a) for the theoretical c-axis tunneling spectra associated with different pairing symmetries,
and in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) for representative experimental tunneling spectra of an optimally doped hole-type
cuprate superconductor YBa2Cu3O7 (with Tc = 93 K) and an overdoped cuprate (Y0.7Ca0.3)Ba2Cu3O7 (with Tc
~ 78 K), it is apparent that a subdominant s-wave component becomes non-negligible with increasing hole
doping. This finding is consistent with the notion that the dx2−y2-wave pairing is more favorable when onsite
Coulomb repulsion is significant near the Mott insulator limit, whereas the s-wave pairing component may
become energetically preferred in the overdoped limit when cuprate superconductors become more like
conventional superconductors. We further note that the (dx2−y2+s)-pairing leads to a reduction in the rotation
symmetry from four- to two-fold symmetry while maintaining nodes as well as changing signs in the pairing
potential as a function of the quasiparticle momentum.
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Fig. 4: Evidence for increasing subdominant s-wave component with increasing doping in hole-type cuprate
superconductors with (dx2−y2+s)-wave pairing potentials [124,125]: (a) Theoretically tunneling spectra for different
pairing potentials of pure dx2−y2, (dx2−y2+s) and (dx2−y2+is). (b) A representative c-axis (k || {001}) tunneling
spectrum of an optimally doped cuprate superconductor YBa2Cu3O7 (Y-123, with Tc = 93 K), showing
predominantly a dx2−y2-wave pairing potential. (c) A series of c-axis (k || {001}) tunneling spectra of an
overdoped cuprate (Y0.7Ca0.3)Ba2Cu3O7 (with Tc ~ 78 K), showing spatially homogeneous tunneling spectra
with tunneling characteristics consistent with the theoretical curve in (a) for a (dx2−y2+s)-wave pairing potential.
For more details, see Refs. [124,125].
An alternative approach to revealing the underlying pairing symmetry of cuprate superconductors is to
investigate the spatially evolution of the quasiparticle low-energy excitations near quantum impurities. It is well
known that magnetic quantum impurities can suppress conventional superconductivity effectively [141-146],
whereas non-magnetic impurities in the dilute limit appear to inflict negligible effects on conventional
superconductivity, as explained by the Anderson theory for dirty superconductors [147]. However, the findings of
strong effects of spinless quantum impurities on the hole-type cuprate superconductors [124-126,148-159] and related
theoretical studies suggest that the effects of quantum impurities depend on the pairing symmetry and the
existence of magnetic correlation in cuprate superconductors [160-168]. For instance, fermionic nodal quasiparticles
in the cuprates with either dx2−y2 or (dx2−y2+s) pairing symmetry can interact strongly with the quantum impurities
in the CuO2 planes and incur significant suppression of superconductivity regardless of the spin configuration of
the impurity [160-164]. Moreover, the spatial evolution of the quasiparticle spectra near quantum impurities would
differ significantly if a small component of complex order parameter existed in the cuprate. For instance, should

the pairing symmetry contain a complex component such as (dx2−y2+idxy) that broke the time-reversal (T)
symmetry, the quasiparticle spectrum at a non-magnetic impurity site would have revealed two resonant
scattering peaks at energies of equal magnitude but opposite signs in the electron-like and hole-like quasiparticle
branches [24]. In contrast, for either dx2−y2 or (dx2−y2+s) pairing symmetry, only one resonant scattering peak at the
impurity site is expected [160,162-164]. All empirical data to date [124-126,148-159] are consistent with the latter scenario.
In addition, the existence of nearest-neighbor AFM Cu2+-Cu2+ correlation in the superconducting state
of the cuprates can result in an unusual Kondo-like behavior near a spinless impurity [165-167] due to an induced
spin-1/2 (S = 1/2) moment when one of the Cu2+ ions is substituted with a spinless ion such as Zn2+, Mg2+, Al3+
and Li+ [124-126,148-159]. Indeed, the Kondo-like behavior associated with isolated spinless impurities in hole-type
cuprates has been confirmed from the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [148,149,157] and the inelastic neutron
scattering (INS) experiments [154,155], and the spinless impurities are found to have more significant effects on
broadening the NMR linewidth, damping the collective magnetic excitations and reducing the superfluid density
than the magnetic impurities such as Ni2+ with S = 1 [124-126,148-159]. On the other hand, both types of impurities
exhibit similar effects on suppressing superconducting transition temperature (Tc), increasing the microwave
surface resistance in the superconducting state and increasing the normal state resistivity [124-126,148-159].
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Fig.5: Normalized c-axis differential conductance (dI/dV) versus bias voltage (V) quasiparticle tunneling spectra
of the (Zn,Mg)-Y123 single crystal near impurity sites at 4.2 K [124-126]. (a) Upper panel: A representative
impurity scattering spectrum with a resonant peak at 1 ~  10 meV and a typical spectrum away from
impurities. Lower panel: Spatial variation of the impurity-induced resonant peak intensity. (b) Upper panel:
Representative spectra revealing spatial variations in the quasiparticle spectra along the Cu-O bonding direction
from an impurity with a maximum scattering at 2 ~  4 meV. We note the spatially alternating resonant peak
energies between  4 meV and  4 meV and the particle-hole asymmetry in the degrees of suppression of the SC
coherence peaks. Lower panel: Spatial variation of the impurity-induced resonant peak intensity, showing
alternating peak intensities at energies + 4 meV and  4 meV with distance from an impurity.

The overall stronger suppression of superconductivity due to non-magnetic impurities in d-wave
cuprates has been attributed to the slower spatial relaxation of spin polarization near the spinless impurities than
that near the S = 1 impurities, the latter being partially screened by the surrounding antiferromagnetically coupled
Cu2+ spins [167,168]. The detailed spatial evolution of the quasiparticle tunneling spectra near these quantum
impurities in the cuprates can further provide useful insights into the pairing state of the cuprates, and has been
investigated in impurity-substituted YBa2Cu3O7- and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+ systems using the low-temperature
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) techniques [124-126,158,159]. As exemplified in Fig. 5 for an optimally doped
YBa2Cu3O7- (Y123) single crystal with 0.26% Zn and 0.4% Mg substituted into the Cu sites in the CuO2 planes,
hereafter denoted as (Zn,Mg)-Y123. The superconducting transition temperature of the sample is Tc = 82.0 K,
which is substantially lower than that of the pure optimally doped Y123 with Tc = 93.0 K. For STM tip
significantly far away from any impurities, the tunneling spectra were similar to the typical c-axis quasiparticle
tunneling spectra in pure Y123, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5 (a). However, the global superconducting
energy gap d was suppressed to (25  2) meV from the value d = (29  1) meV in pure Y123 [124-126]. Moreover,
the energy dip associated with the "dip-hump" satellite features had also shifted substantially relative to that in
pure Y123. We note that the dip-hump feature has been attributed to the effects of quasiparticle damping by the
background many-body excitations such as spin fluctuations [169,170] or phonons [171], and the resonant energy of
the many-body excitation may be empirically given by |res| = |dipd|. The finding that |res| in the (Zn,Mg)Y123 sample decreased significantly to (7  1) meV from the value |res| = (17  1) meV in the pure Y123 with a
very small impurity concentration in our (Zn,Mg)-Y123 clearly rules out phonons as the relevant many-body
excitations associated with the satellite features. Therefore, one may associate the dip satellite features with the
inelastic scattering of quasiparticles by spin fluctuations. Further, the strong suppression of dip by a small
amount of non-magnetic impurities implies that the Cu2+ spin fluctuations in the optimally doped cuprates are
susceptible to the type of quantum impurities that interrupt the coherence of pair formation [124-126].
Interestingly, detailed studies on the surface of (Zn,Mg)-Y123 revealed apparent impurity scattering
spectra that could be associated with two types of impurities, with maximum scattering intensity occurring at
either 1 ~  10 meV or 2 ~ 4 meV [124-126]. Further, regardless the impurity species, the intensity of each
resonant peak decreased rapidly within approximately one Fermi wavelength along the Cu-O bonding direction,
as exemplified in the lower panels of Fig. 5 (a) and 5 (b), while the coherence peaks associated with the SC gap
were significantly suppressed near the quantum impurities, and the degree of suppression was asymmetric
between the electron-like and hole-like branches. Moreover, as the STM tip was moved away from the impurity
site, the resonant scattering peak appeared to alternate between energies of the same magnitude and opposite
signs, as exemplified in the upper panel of Fig. 5 (b). Such spatial variations are expected for both Kondo-like
and charge-like impurities [160-168]. Finally, the impurity effects on the variations in the quasiparticle spectra
appeared to have completely diminished at approximately two coherence lengths (~ 3 nm) away from the
impurity, as shown in lower panel of Fig. 5 (b).
Theoretically, the consideration for the effect of quantum impurities has been limited to a perturbative
and one-band approximation without self-consistently solving for the spatially varying pairing potential in the
presence of impurities [160-167]. Further, the existence of COs and the interaction among impurities have been
neglected, which may be justifiable in the limit of dilute impurities and for overdoped cuprates. In this
simplified approximation, the Hamiltonian H is approximated by H = HBCS + Himp, where HBCS is the dx2−y2wave BCS Hamiltonian that contains the normal (diagonal) one-band single-particle eigen-energy and
anomalous (off-diagonal) dx2−y2-wave pairing potential k (= d cos2k, k being the angle relative to the antinode of the order parameter in the momentum space) of the unperturbed host, and

Himp = Hpot + Hmag = U  c†c+ R JR SR

(4)

denotes the impurity perturbation due to both the localized potential scattering term Hpot (= U  c†c; U: the
on-site Coulomb scattering potential) and the Kondo-like magnetic exchange interaction term Hmag (= R JR
SR) between the spins of the conduction carriers on the R sites (R) and those of the localized magnetic
moments (S), with JR being the exchange coupling constant. Assuming the aforementioned model Hamiltonian
H, one can obtain the quasiparticle spectra due to impurities from the Green function derived from H. If the
effects of the tunneling matrix are further neglected for simplicity, one obtains in the pure potential scattering
limit (where Himp = Hpot) a resonant energy at  on the impurity site that satisfies the following relation [160,161]:
|d|  {(/2cot0 / ln[8/(cot0)]},

(5)

where 0 is the impurity-induced phase shift in the quasiparticle wavefunction at a long distance. Generally 0 
(/2) is true in the strong potential scattering (unitary) limit. On the other hand, in the case of magnetic
impurities with both contributions from Hpot and Hmag, one expects two spin-polarized impurity states at
energies , which are given by [163]:
| d| = 1/[2NF (UWln|8NF (UW|],

(6)

where NF is the density of states at the Fermi level, W  J(S) implies that magnetic impurities are isolated
and equivalent at all sites, and the two energies + and  are associated with the upper and lower signs in Eq.
(6), respectively.
Comparing the STS studies of (Zn,Mg)-Y123 with those of a 0.6% Zn-substituted Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8-x
(Bi-2212) [158], it is found that the primary features such as the appearance of single resonant scattering peak and
strong suppression of the superconducting coherence peaks at the impurity site, as well as the rapidly decreasing
intensity of the resonant peak with the displacement from the impurity site, are generally comparable in both
systems. These findings are consistent with the simplified theoretical model outlined above in the unitary limit,
and further imply the preservation of time-reversal (T) symmetry in both systems, suggesting the absence of any
discernible complex order parameter in the pairing symmetry. The agreement of experimental findings with the
simplified model Hamiltonian may be understood in terms of the presence of nodal quasiparticles in hole-type
cuprates. As elaborated later in Section 2.2.2, the relevant competing orders in the hole-type cuprates are
primarily associated with the CDW or PDW orders with a wave-vector parallel to the Cu-O bonding directions,
and therefore the effective energy gap of the hole-type cuprates in the pairing state always vanishes at k =
(,). Thus, nodal quasiparticles most responsible for the quantum impurity-induced low-energy excitations
are always presence in the hole-type cuprates, leading to experimental observation qualitatively consistent with
the model Hamiltonian. In fact, the model Hamiltonian may be generalized to including the existence of
competing orders by replacing the superconducting d-wave gap d in Eqs. (2) and (3) by the effective gap eff =
[(d)2+(VCO)2]1/2, where VCO denotes the energy gap associated with a given competing order.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the quasiparticle tunneling spectrum (thick solid line) of the pure electron-type optimally
doped cuprate Sr0.9La0.1CuO2 (La-112) with those of the quantum impurity-substituted La-112 at T = 4.2 K [35]:
(a) A representative tunneling spectrum of 1% Zn-substituted La-112, Sr0.9La0.1(Cu0.99Zn0.01)O2 shown by the
dashed line reveals symmetrically suppressed superconducting coherence peaks and a substantially increased
sub-gap spectral weight, suggesting strong enhancement of low-energy quasiparticle excitations induced by the
Zn impurities. (b) A representative tunneling spectrum of 1% Ni-substituted La-112, Sr0.9La0.1(Cu0.99Ni0.01)O2
(shown in the main panel by the thin line), reveals asymmetrically suppressed superconducting coherence peaks
and moderately increased sub-gap spectral weight. This finding suggests weaker effects induced by the Ni
impurities. The inset shows the spectral difference due to Ni-impurities. The spectral difference for impurity
bound states is found to extend over a long range [35], similar to the Shiba impurity bands [142].
On the other hand, several spectral differences are noteworthy between the (Zn,Mg)-Y123 and the Znsubstituted Bi-2212. First, the strength of impurity scattering appears weaker and longer-ranged in Y123.
Second, various phenomena that are more consistent with the Kondo effect, such as alternating resonant peak

energies between + and  with the distance from a non-magnetic impurity and temporal variations of the
resonant peak, have only been observed in Y123. Third, global suppression of the SC energy gap and of the
collective magnetic excitation energy has only been revealed in Y123. Such a difference may be attributed to the
fact that pure Y123 generally exhibits long-range spectral homogeneity [124,125,172], whereas nano-scale spectral
variations commonly observed in nominally pure Bi-2212 samples [173,174] (probably due to the inherent nonstoichiometric nature of Bi-2212) yield difficulties in identifying the global effect of impurity substitutions.
While the hole-type cuprates are shown to be strongly affected by both magnetic and non-magnetic
quantum impurities in the CuO2 planes, in the case of an electron-type cuprate superconductor, the infinite-layer
system Sr0.9La0.1CuO2 (La-112), it is found to be insensitive to a small concentration of non-magnetic impurities
so that the bulk magnetization studies [175] revealed no suppression in the bulk Tc up to 3% substitutions of Zn
into the Cu sites, beyond which the compound became inhomogeneous and phase segregated. On the other hand,
the substitution of magnetic Ni-impurities into the Cu sites of La-112 yielded significant Tc suppression: With
1% Ni, Tc already decreased from 43 K to 32 K; 2% Ni dropped Tc to below 4 K, and 3% Ni completely
suppressed the bulk superconductivity although the sample was still stoichiometrically homogeneous from Xray diffraction. The quasiparticle spectra near quantum impurities in La-112 [35] also differ significantly from
those of hole-type cuprates [124-126,148-159]. Specifically, the substitutions of either Zn or Ni do not result in strong
resonant peaks near the impurities [35]. Rather, the quasiparticle spectra only exhibit modifications to the height
of the coherence peaks and an increase in the spectral weight within the superconducting gap, with symmetric
suppression of both coherence peaks in the case of Zn impurities (see Fig. 6(a)) [35] and asymmetric suppression
of the particle-like and hole-like coherence peaks in the case of Ni impurities (see Fig. 6(b)) [35]. Moreover,
substantially increased sub-gap spectral weight is found in the case of Zn impurities, suggesting strong
enhancement of low-energy quasiparticle excitations induced by the Zn substitution. In contrast, the spectral
difference due to Ni impurities reveals long-range impurity bound states [35] that are similar to the Shiba
impurity bands for magnetic impurities in fully gapped conventional superconductors [142]. The assumption of
impurity bands may be justified by noting that the average Ni-Ni separation for 1% Ni substitutions (~ 1.8 nm)
is shorter than the in-plane superconducting coherence lengths of the pure La-112 sample (~ 4.8 nm) [176] so that
substantial overlap of the impurity wave functions may be expected.
The puzzling spectral response of the electron-type La-112 to Zn and Ni impurities was initially
considered as a supporting evidence for s-wave pairing symmetry in the La-112 system [35]. However, further
investigations of the electron-type cuprates [7,10,16,17] (see Section 2.2.2 for more details) suggest that the
coexistence of a SDW competing order with a (,) wave-vector and an energy gap small than the SC gap
(SDW < SC) could qualitatively account for the experimental observation. That is, the effective gap of the
electron-type cuprate superconductors is fully gapped and anisotropic for all k-values even though the dx2−y2wave SC gap SC vanishes at (,) [7,10,16], which is consistent with the ARPES finding [177]. Hence, there
are effectively no nodal quasiparticles interacting with quantum impurities so that no sharp spectral resonances
could be found at quantum impurities in the electron-type cuprate superconductors. In this context, the
characteristics of the low-energy excitations in electron-type cuprates due to either non-magnetic or magnetic
impurities are analogous to those of fully gapped, anisotropic conventional superconductors. However, to date
there has not been theoretical investigation of the spectral effects of quantum impurities in electron-type
cuprates so that no quantitative comparison can be made with experimental observation.

2.2.2. Unconventional low-energy excitations in zero fields
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the most widely debated issues in cuprate superconductivity is
the possibility of preformed Cooper pairs and the origin of the pseudogap (PG) phenomenon. In this section the
zero-field spectral characteristics of various types of hole- and electron-type cuprates are examined, with special
emphasis on the analysis of the quasiparticle local density of state (LDOS) spectra taken by means of scanning
tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS), and the momentum dependent quasparticle spectra taken by
means of the angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). We shall show below that many spectral
details as a function of the energy, momentum and temperature cannot be explained by considering Bogoliubov
quasiparticles as the sole low-energy excitations in the cuprate superconductors. In contrast, the incorporation of
competing orders (COs) coexisting with superconductivity (SC) can provide consistent descriptions for all data.
Our theoretical analysis begins with a mean-field Hamiltonian HMF = HSC + HCO that consists of
coexisting SC and a CO at T = 0 [10-17]. We further assume that the SC gap SC vanishes at Tc and the CO order
parameter vanishes at T*, and that both Tc and T* are second-order phase transitions. The SC Hamiltonian is
given by:





H SC   k , k ck†, ck ,   k SC k  ck† , c† k ,  c k , ck , ,

(7)

where SC (k) = SC (coskx  cosky)/2 for dx2−y2-wave pairing, k denotes the quasiparticle momentum, k is the
normal-state eigen-energy relative to the Fermi energy, c† and c are the creation and annihilation operators, and
 = ↑, ↓ refers to the spin states. The CO Hamiltonian is specified by the energy VCO, a wave-vector Q, and a
momentum distribution Q that depends on a form factor, the correlation length of the CO, and also on the
degree of disorder [10-17]. We have previously considered the effect of various types of COs on the quasiparticle
spectral density function A(k,) and the density of states N(). For instance, in the case that charge density
waves (CDW) is the relevant CO, we have a wave-vector Q1 parallel to the CuO2 bonding direction (,0) or
(0,) in the CO Hamiltonian [10-17]:



H CDW    k , VCDW  k  ck† , ck Q

1 ,

 ck† Q

c
1 , k ,

.

(8)

On the other hand, for commensurate SDW being the relevant CO, the SDW wave-vector becomes Q2 = (,),
and the corresponding CO Hamiltonian is [178]:





3
3
H SDW   k , , VSDW k  ck† Q2 ,  
ck ,  ck† ,  
ck Q2 , ,

(9)

3

3

where   denotes the matrix element  of the Paul matrix  . Similarly, other types of COs such as the
disorder-pinned SDW
Hamiltonians [7,10]:

[179]

and the d-density wave (DDW)

[73]

may be considered by using the following CO
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H SDW
  g 2  k , VSDW  k  ck† , ck Q

1



H DDW   k , VDDW cos k x  cos k y
2

3 ,

 ck† Q

c
3 , k ,

.

(10)

  ick†Q , ck ,  ick†, ck Q ,  ,
2

2

(11)

where Q3 = Q1/2 for disorder pinned SDW [178], and g denotes the coupling strength between disorder and
SDW. Thus, by incorporating realistic bandstructures and Fermi energies for different families of cuprates with
given doping and by specifying the SC pairing symmetry and the form factor for the CO, HMF can be
diagonalized to obtain the bare Green function G0(k,) for momentum k and energy . Further, quantum phase
fluctuations between the CO and SC may be included by solving the Dyson’s equation self-consistently for the
full Green function G(k,) [10-17], which gives the quasiparticle spectral density function A(k,) =  Im
[G(k,)]/ for comparison with ARPES [16] and the quasiparticle density of states N() = k A(k,) for
comparison with STM spectroscopy [10-17].
Based on the Green function analysis outlined above for coexisting dx2y2-wave SC and a specific CO,
the zero-field quasiparticle spectra N() and A(k,) at T = 0 can be fully determined by the parameters SC,
VCO, Q, Q, k (the quasiparticle linewidth), and  (the magnitude of quantum phase fluctuations), which is
proportional to the mean-value of the velocity-velocity correlation function [12,13]. For finite temperatures, the
temperature Green function is employed to account for the thermal distributions of quasiparticles.
Using the aforementioned theoretical analysis we have been able to consistently account for the Tdependent quasiparticle tunneling spectra in both hole- and electron-type cuprates if we assume Fermi-surface
nested CDW as the CO in the hole-type cuprates such as Y-123 and Bi-2212, and commensurate SDW as the
CO in the electron-type La-112 and PCCO [10-17], which are consistent with findings from neutron scattering
experiments [180,181]. On the other hand, it is found that quasiparticle spectra obtained from considering the
DDW scenario generally do not agree with experimental observation.
Specifically, for hole-type cuprates such as in the spectra of Y-123 and Bi-2212, the sharp peaks and
satellite “hump” features at T << Tc in Fig. 7(a) and also in Fig. 2(a) can be associated with  = SC and  =
eff, respectively, where eff  [(SC)2 + (VCO)2]1/2 is an effective excitation gap. Hence, the condition VCO >
SC in hole-type cuprates is responsible for the appearance of the satellite features at T << Tc and the PG

phenomena at T* > T > Tc [10-16]. In contrast, the condition VCO < SC in electron-type cuprates, as exemplified in
Fig. 7(b), is responsible for only one set of characteristic features at eff and the absence of PG above Tc [17].

Fig. 7: Implication of CO from zero- and finite-field STS in Y-123 and La-112 [10-17]: (a) Normalized zero-field
tunneling spectra of Y-123 taken at T = 6 K (black) and 77 K (red). The solid lines represent fittings to the T = 6
and 77 K spectra by assuming coexisting SC and CDW, with fitting parameters of SC = 20 meV, VCDW = 32
meV and QCDW = (0.25 0.05, 0) / (0, 0.25 0.05), following Refs. [10-16]. (b) Normalized zero-field
tunneling spectra of La-112 taken at T = 6 K (black) and 49 K (red). The solid lines represent fittings to the T =
6 and 49 K spectra by assuming coexisting SC and SDW, with fitting parameters SC = 12 meV, VSDW = 8
meV, and QSDW = (), following Refs. [10-17]. We further note that the CO energies are consistent with
those obtained from neutron scattering experiments [180,181].
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Fig. 8: Scattering wave-vectors obtained from the FT-LDOS of quasiparticle tunneling spectra [10,11]: (a)
Illustration of the wave-vectors associated with SDW and CDW excitations. (b) Illustration of the wave-vectors
associated with elastic quasiparticle interferences (QPI) between pairs of points on equal energy contours with
maximum joint density of states. (c) The nearly energy-independent collective modes |QPDW|, |QCDW| and
|QSDW| obtained from the FT-LDOS data of Y-123 [10,11]. (d) The QPI momentum (|qi|) versus energy (ω)
dispersion relations derived from the FT-LDOS data of Y-123 [10,11], which are found to be in excellent
agreement with the QPI results obtained from the optimally doped Bi-2212 [112].

By extending the above analysis to the tunneling spectra of different doping levels () associated with
the hole-type cuprates, it is found that SC() generally follows the same non-monotonic dependence of Tc()
[7,13]
. In contrast, VCO() increases with decreasing , which is consistent with the general trend of the zero-field
PG temperature in hole-type cuprates [7,13]. Moreover, analysis of the FT-LDOS of hole-type cuprates of Y-123
[10,11]
and Bi2Sr2CuO6+x (Bi-2201) [64] reveals energy-independent scattering wave-vectors that are in stark
contrast to the strongly energy-dependent wave-vectors due to quasiparticle interferences (QPI) from elastic
impurity scattering of Bogoliubov quasiparticles, as exemplified in Fig. 8(b) for the optimally doped Y-123
single crystal [10,11]. Additionally, the energy-independent scattering wave-vector found in Bi-2201 reveals a
strong doping dependence [64], which is consistent with a CDW nesting wave-vector on the Fermi surface so that
the wave-vector decreases with increasing hole doping, as schematically sketched in Fig. 8(a). Finally, in the
optimally doped Bi-2212 [61,62] and under-doped Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2 [63], the observed strong FT-LDOS intensity
associated with an energy-independent wave-vector along the () directions at T << Tc and the
remaining finite intensity of these four spots for Tc < T < T* [23] are all in contradiction to the “one-gap” scenario
while naturally accounted for if the energy-independent wave-vector is attributed to the CDW nesting wavevector that coexist with SC at T << Tc [61-63] and still remains for Tc < T < T* [23]. These viewpoints have been
discussed in details by quantitative analysis of the experimental data [7,10-16].
2.2.3. Dichotomy of quasiparticle coherence
Another empirical finding of unconventional low-energy excitations associated with the cuprates is the
dichotomy of quasiparticle coherence revealed by spectroscopic studies of the pairing state of hole-type
cuprates [19,112,113,182]. This finding can be naturally explained by considering the broadening of the spectral
density function A(k,) by the increasing magnitude of quantum phase fluctuations  [12,13], and both the
quasiparticle coherence, as manifested by the inverse linewidth () of A(k,), and the renormalized effective
gap eff(k) exhibit “dichotomy” in the momentum space [12,13], showing different evolution in the Cu-O bonding
direction (0,)/(,0) from that in the (,) nodal direction, as confirmed by recent ARPES results [113].
Specifically, dichotomy in the quasiparticle coherence can be manifested by comparing the linewidth of
fluctuation-renormalized A(k, ~ eff) for k along (,) with that for k along (0,)/(,0), as exemplified in Figs.
9(a) and 9(b) for coexisting dx2-y2-wave SC and disorder-pinned SDW or CDW [12]. The degree of dichotomy in
the quasiparticle coherence decreases with increasing quantum fluctuations, as shown in the inverse linewidth
-vs.- plots in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). In particular, we note that quasiparticles of dx2-y2-wave SC with disorderpinned SDW or CDW exhibit better coherence along (,) than along (0,)/(,0) for small , which is
consistent with the ARPES and STS data [112,113,182]. The CO-induced dichotomy in the momentum-dependent
effective gap eff(k) is illustrated in the first quadrant of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) in Fig. 9(c) [12,13].
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Fig. 9: Dichotomy in the spectral density function and excitation gap due to coexisting SC/CO and quantum
phase fluctuations [12,13]: (a) Contrasts in the fluctuation renormalized A(k,) at the Fermi level for k along
(,0)/(0,) [darker (black) lines] and along (,) [lighter (red) lines] for coexisting dx2-y2-wave SC and disorderpinned SDW with  = 3  10, showing a narrower linewidth in A(k,) along (,). (b) Dichotomy in the
quasiparticle lifetime ( ), showing better quasiparticle coherence along (,) than along (,0)/(0,) if the
quantum fluctuations are sufficiently small, as manifested by the  vs.  plot. The latter finding is consistent
with the empirical observation of more coherent nodal quasiparticles in hole-type cuprate superconductors
[112,113,182]
. (c) Competing order-induced dichotomy in the momentum-dependent effective gap eff(k) is
illustrated in the first quadrant of the first Brillouin zone (BZ).

2.3. Normal State
2.3.1. Pseudogap phenomena
The low-energy PG phenomena described in the overview are most notably observed in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox
(Bi-2212) and Bi2Sr2CuOx (Bi-2201) as a function of hole doping [18,19,21-25]. The persistence of gapped
quasiparticle spectral density functions near the (0) and (0,) portions of the Brillouin zone above Tc in holetype cuprates are the source of the incomplete recovery of the Fermi surface [16,19,21,60]. In contrast, electron-type
cuprates exhibit neither the low-energy PG nor the Fermi arc above Tc [35-37], although “hidden pseudogap”
features in the quasiparticle excitation spectra have been observed under the superconducting dome in doping
dependent grain-boundary tunneling experiments on Pr2−xCexCuO4−y (PCCO) and La2−xCexCuO4−y (LCCO) when
a magnetic field H > Hc2 is applied to suppress superconductivity [37,38]. Further, a gap enhancement near the
“hot spots” () of the Fermi surface in the SC state of the electron-type cuprate Nd2−xCexCuO4−y (NCCO) [39] is
also consistent with the notion of a hidden PG with PG < SC at T < Tc.
In addition to the PG phenomena manifested in the energy dependence of the LDOS spectra as
exemplified in Fig. 2(b), STS studies further suggest that the PG phase in the hole-type cuprates in fact stems
from lattice translational symmetry breaking, as represented by the energy-independent wave vector obtained
from the FT-LDOS for Tc < T < T* [23] and exemplified in Fig. 10 for theoretically calculated FT-LDOS as a
function of temperature in the presence (absence) of a CDW-like competing order [183]. Moreover, the lowenergy excitation spectra for Tc < T < T* reveal particle–hole asymmetric spectral characteristics that differ
fundamentally from the particle-hole symmetric Bogoliubov quasiparticle spectra for superconductivity [60].
Further, Raman scattering spectroscopic studies of the doping dependence of YBa2Cu3O6+x and Bi2Sr2(CaxY1x)Cu2O8 and ARPES studies of Bi2Sr2CuO6+x (Bi-2201) also confirmed particle–hole symmetry breaking and
pronounced spectral broadening, indicative of spatial symmetry breaking without long-range order at the
opening of the PG, in agreement with the STS findings that the PG state is a broken-symmetry state that is
distinct from homogeneous superconductivity [60].

Temperature evolution
of the FT-LDOS due to
quasiparticle scattering
by point impurities:

Temperature evolution
of the FT-LDOS due to
quasiparticle scattering
by a CDW with an
incommensurate wavevector:

(T = 0)

(T = 0.75 Tc)

(T = Tc < T*)

Fig. 10: The temperature evolution of the FT-LDOS maps in the first Brillouin zone at T = 0, 0.75Tc, Tc (from
left to right) for quasiparticle scattering in a dx2-y2–wave superconductor [183] by (a) point impurities and (b) a
competing order such as a charge-density-wave (CDW) or a disorder-pinned spin-density-wave (SDW) with an
incommensurate wave-vector parallel to the (0)/(0,) direction. Here we have assumed that the CO has an
energy gap VCO larger than the SC gap and that VCO does not vanish until the PG temperature T*  Tc [183]. The
non-vanishing FT-LDOS intensities for a constant |k| value above Tc are consistent with the experimental
observation [23].

2.3.2. Fermi arcs
Intimately related to the PG phenomena found in the quasiparticle tunneling spectra is the Fermi arc
observed from ARPES studies of hole-type cuprate superconductors [18,21], where the Fermi arc refers to the
truncated Fermi surface not fully recovered at Tc < T < T* [18,21,182,184]. Specifically, the appearance of the lowenergy PG in hole-type cuprates may be correlated with the appearance of the Fermi arc above Tc and below the
PG temperature T* [18,21,182,184] within the CO scenario [7,10,16].

Hole-type: Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+x

Electron-type: Pr0.89LaCe0.11CuO4
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Fig. 11: (a) – (c) Theoretical fittings (solid color curves) [16] to the momentum (k) dependent effective excitation
gap eff (color symbols) determined from ARPES spectra on Bi-2212 for three different doping levels and at
three temperatures [21]. By considering the scenario of coexisting dx2-y2-SC and CDW [16], the calculated ARPES
results agree well with experimental findings [21]: Below Tc, eff(k) only vanishes at the nodal point, whereas
above Tc and below T*, eff(k) vanishes over an “arc”-shaped of wave-vectors. In contrast, the k- and Tdependence of eff(k) in electron-type cuprates Pr0.89LaCe0.11CuO4 differs from that in the hole-type cuprate, as
exemplified in (d) – (f) [35]. The CO scenario can account for both the absence of Fermi arcs above Tc and the
eff(k)-vs.-k behavior below Tc by assuming a SDW with a (,) wave-vector as the relevant CO and VSDW <
SC [16,39,181]. On the other hand, fitting with a CDW does not agree with the k-dependence of eff(k).

As exemplified in Fig. 11 and detailed elsewhere [16], we find that the Fermi arc as a function of the
quasiparticle momentum k, temperature (T) and doping level () in Bi-2212 [21] may be explained consistently
by assuming a CDW (or disorder-pinned incommensurate SDW) as the relevant CO, which occurs at the PG
temperature T*  Tc with an energy gap VCDW > SC and an incommensurate wave-vector QCDW || (,0)/(0,) [7,1016]
. Thus, the PG gap is associated with the CO energy gap VCO for Tc < T < T*, whereas the effective gap eff (k)

for T < Tc is given by eff (k)  {[SC(k)]2 + [VCO(k)]2}1/2. In contrast, the k- and T-dependence of the effective
gap eff (k) and the absence of Fermi arcs in electron-type cuprates (e.g. Pr0.89LaCe0.11CuO4) [35] can also be
explained by incorporating a SDW with VSDW < SC [39,181] and a commensurate wave-vector QSDW = (,) (see
Eq. (9)) into spectral characteristics [16]. Hence, the CO scenario is shown to provide adequate phenomenology
for a wide variety of experimental findings from electron-type to hole-type cuprate superconductors and as a
function of temperature, doping level and quasiparticle momentum k.

2.3.3. Phase fluctuations above Tc
One of the major experimental signatures that strongly favor the “two-gap” scenario over the “onegap” model is the finding of vanishing SC coherence at temperatures well below the PG temperature T* [80].
Specifically, the one-gap conjecture [185-188] suggests that in underdoped cuprate superconductors, Cooper pairs
could form at T* while significantly SC phase fluctuations prevent Cooper pairs from condensing into a true SC
state until the temperature is lowered below Tc. Hence, one would expect remnants of SC phase coherence for Tc
< T < T*, which may be captured by means of high-frequency optical conductivity measurements if the
relaxation time of the “preformed” Cooper pairs becomes sufficiently short as T  T* from below. However,
optical conductivity measurements for underdoped hole-type cuprates Bi-2212 over a range of doping levels [80]
reveal that the complex paraconductivity associated with the SC coherence generally follows the KosterlitzThouless-Berezinskii (KTB) theory for thermally generated vortices and only survives over a small temperature
window above Tc and much below T* [80]. The finding of rapidly vanishing superconducting phase coherence
above Tc together with the breaking of particle-hole symmetry at Tc < T < T*, and the quantitative studies
outlined above for both the pairing state and the normal state properties of a variety of cuprate superconductors
strongly suggest that the physical origin of the PG differs from the SC gap, and hence favors the two-gap
scenario. As further discussed in the following section for the vortex-state properties, it is found that the PG
phenomena observed above Tc in zero magnetic fields may be revealed by suppressing SC using an external
magnetic field at T << Tc, again confirming the scenario of the PG physical origin being associated with COs.

2.4. Vortex State
High-temperature superconducting cuprates are extreme type-II superconductors that exhibit strong
thermal, disorder, and quantum fluctuations in their vortex states [77,78,81-97]. While much research has focused on
the macroscopic vortex dynamics of cuprate superconductors with phenomenological descriptions [81-97], little
effort has been made to address the microscopic physical origin of their extreme type-II nature until recently
when spatially resolved vortex-state quasiparticle tunneling spectra became available [7,10,11,17]. As discussed in
previous sections, competing orders (COs) can coexist with superconductivity (SC) in the ground state of
cuprate superconductors [7,10], which lead to the occurrence of quantum criticality [5,6,67,68,189]. The proximity to
quantum criticality and the existence of COs can significantly affect the low-energy excitations of the cuprates
due to strong quantum fluctuations [77,78] and the redistribution of quasiparticle spectral weight among SC and
COs [7,12-15]. Moreover, external variables such as temperature (T) and applied magnetic field (H) can vary the
interplay of SC and COs, such as inducing or enhancing [41,52,68] the COs at the price of more rapid suppression
of SC, thereby leading to weakened SC stiffness and strong thermal and field-induced fluctuations [7,77,78]. On
the other hand, the quasi-two-dimensional nature of the cuprates can also result in quantum criticality in the
limit of decoupling of CuO2 planes [190]. In this section we review experimental studies of the unconventional
low-energy excitations of the cuprates in the vortex state from both microscopic and macroscopic viewpoints.

2.4.1. Intra-vortex pseudogap and energy-independent wave-vectors in the quasiparticle tunneling spectra
In conventional type-II superconductors, superconductivity is suppressed inside periodic Abrikosov
vortices [191], leading to continuous quasiparticle bound states and a peak of local density of states (LDOS) at
zero energy [192–194]. In contrast, the effect of magnetic field on high-Tc superconductors is much more
complicated than that on conventional type-II superconductors. Microscopically, neutron scattering experiments
on the hole-doped cuprate La1.84Sr0.16CuO4 reported an effective radius of vortices substantially larger than the
superconducting coherence length SC [41,52]. Scanning tunneling spectroscopic (STS) studies of optimally doped
Bi-2212 found PG-like features rather than zero-bias conductance peaks inside vortices [20,195]. Further detailed
spatially resolved STS studies of Bi-2212 in one magnetic field H = 5 T revealed a field-induced (4a0  4a0)
conductance modulation inside each vortex, where a0 = 0.385 nm is the planar lattice constant of Bi-2212 [61].

The latter finding has been attributed to the presence of a coexisting competing order (CO) such as pair-density
waves (PDW) [71,72], pinned spin-density waves (SDW) [5,6,68-70], or charge-density waves (CDW) [4,75] upon
suppression of SC inside the vortices.
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Fig. 12: Spatially resolved STS studies of the vortex-state of Y-123 at T = 6 K [10,11]: (a) Tunneling conductance
power ratio rG map over a (75×38) nm2 area for H = 2 T, showing disordered vortices with an average vortexvortex separation aB = (33.29.0) nm. Here the conductance power ratio at each pixel is defined by the ratio of
(dI/dV)2 at V = (SC/e) to that at V = 0. (b) The rG map over a (75×40) nm2 area for H = 4.5 T, showing aB =
(23.58.0) nm. (c) Conductance spectra along the white line in (a), showing SC peaks at  = SC outside
vortices and PG features at  = VCO inside vortices. (d) Conductance spectra along the dashed line indicated in
(b). (e) Spatially averaged intra- and intervortex spectra for H = 2.0 T, 4.5 T and 6 T from left to right. (f) The
LDOS modulations of Y-123 at H = 5 T over a (22×29) nm2 area, showing patterns associated with densitywave modulations and vortices (circled objects) for ω = 9 meV ∼ , ω = 23 meV ∼ SC, ω = 33 meV ∼
VCO and ω = 53 meV, which is comparable to the longitudinal optical phonon frequency [196]. The vortex
contrasts are the most apparent at |ω| ~ SC and become nearly invisible for |ω| ∼ VCO. (g) Energy histograms for
the field-dependent spectral weight derived from the STS data for H = 0, 2, 4.5, and 6T, showing a spectral shift
from SC to VCO and  with increasing H. (h) Schematic of the histograms for a conventional type-II
superconductor in the limit of T ≪ Tc and H ≪ Hc2.
More recently, spatially resolved STS studies of the optimally doped hole-type cuprate superconductor
Y-123 and the optimally doped electron-type cuprate superconductor La-112 in the vortex state have been
carried out as a function of applied magnetic fields [10,11,17], which reveal rich information and interesting
contrasts between the hole and electron-type cuprate superconductors. In the case of optimally doped Y-123,
[10,11]
while the zero-field LDOS revealed highly homogeneous spectral characteristics, the vortex-state STS
studies suggest strongly disordered vortices as well as a “vortex halo” radius halo much larger than SC, as
exemplified in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) for H = 2.0 T and 4.5 T, respectively. This finding is consistent with the
report from neutron scattering experiments [41,52]. Moreover, the spatial evolution of the vortex-state spectra
reveals modulating gap-like features everywhere without any zero-energy peaks, as shown in Figs. 12(c) and
12(d), and in 12(e) for representative spectra taken inside and outside of vortices at H = 2.0 T, 4.5 T and 6.0 T.
For each constant field, the inter-vortex spectrum reveals a sharper set of peaks at  = ± SC ~ ± 23 meV,

whereas the intra-vortex spectrum exhibits PG features at  = ± VCO ~ ± 32 meV and VCO > SC. Interesting, the
PG energy VCO revealed inside the vortex core is in excellent agreement with the CO energy obtained from
theoretical fitting to the zero-field spectra using the relation VCO = [(eff)2 (SC)2]1/2, as described in Section
2.2.2. Additionally, subgap features at  = ± ′ = ± (7 ~ 10) meV are found inside vortices, which become more
pronounced with increasing H. The physical origin of ′ is still unknown, although it may be associated with the
energy of PDW, while VCO may be associated with the CDW or disorder-pinned SDW. Further, apparent LDOS
modulations are visible at constant quasiarticle energies (Fig. 12(f)), showing patterns associated with densitywave modulations and vortices (circled objects) for ω = 9 meV ∼ , ω = 23 meV ∼ SC, ω = 33 meV ∼
VCO and ω = 53 meV. The vortex contrasts are the most apparent at |ω| ~ SC and become nearly invisible for
|ω| ∼ VCO. The vanishing contrast at high energies may be due to the onset of Cu-O optical phonons (∼50 meV
for the cuprates [196]) so that both the collective modes and quasiparticles become scattered inelastically. Finally,
energy histograms of the gap features exhibit strong spectral shifts from SC to VCO and ′ with increasing
magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 12(g), which is in sharp contrast to the vortex-state spectral shifts in
conventional type-II superconductors, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 12(h). These vortex-state spectral
findings are all consistent with the coexistence of COs with SC in Y-123 [7].
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Fig. 13: Studies of the vortex-state FT-LDOS maps of Y-123 in the two-dimensional reciprocal space [10,11,197]:
(a) Normalized FT-LDOS at H = 5 T obtained by integrating |F(k,)| from  = meV to 30 meV. There are
three sets of -independent spots in addition to the reciprocal lattice constants and the (,) resonance, which
are circled for clarity. These characteristic wave-vectors include QPDW and QCDW along the (,0)/(0,) directions
and QSDW along (,). (b) The -dependence of |F(k,ω)| at H = 0 is plotted in the -vs.-k plot against k(,0),
showing -independent modes (bright vertical lines) at QPDW and QCDW. (c) The -dependence of |F(k,ω)| at H
= 5 T is plotted in the -vs.-k plot against k || (,0), showing field enhanced spectral intensities at QPDW and
QCDW. (d) |F(k,)| for different energies are plotted against k || (,0), showing peaks at -independent QPDW,
QCDW and the reciprocal lattice constants at (2/a1) along (,0). (e) |F(k,)| for different energies are plotted
against k || (,), showing peaks at energy-independent QSDW along (,). Additionally, dispersive wave vectors
due to quasiparticle scattering interferences (QPI) are found, as exemplified by the dispersive QPI momentum
q7 specified in Figs. 8(b) and 8(d). (f) The FT-LDOS intensities |F(q,)| of Y-123 for q = QPDW (red) and QCDW
(green) are shown as a function of  and for H = 0 (solid lines) and H = 5 T (dashed lines) [197]. Here PG = VCO
and OP denotes the longitudinal optical phonon mode along the Cu-O bond.

In addition to the revelation of COs at characteristic energies VCO and ′, evidences for collective
modes at characteristic wave vectors may be identified from studies of the Fourier transformation (FT) of the
LDOS. As exemplified in Figs. 13(a)-(f), the spectral intensity |F(k,)| of the FT-LDOS reveal abundant
information about the dependence of the cuprate low-energy excitations on momentum (k), energy () and
magnetic field (H). Similar to the findings in zero fields, the FT-LDOS spectra contains two types of high
intensity spots. One type is associated with the strongly -dependent Bogoliubov quasiparticle interferences
(QPI) due to elastic scattering by impurities, as exemplified in Fig. 13(e) and previously shown in Figs. 8(b) and
8(d). The other type contains three sets of -independent spots in addition to the reciprocal lattice constants and
the (,) resonance, including QPDW and QCDW along the (,0)/(0,) directions and QSDW along (,), as
exemplified in Figs. 13(b)-(e). Further investigation of the FT-LDOS reveals interesting magnetic field
dependence, showing field-enhanced spectral intensities |F(k,)| for k = QPDW and QCDW, which may be
compared with the significant shifts in spectral weights from SC to VCO and  with increasing H. Additionally,
|F(k,)|-vs.- data for both k = QPDW and QCDW consistently reveal a spectral peak around , as shown in Fig.
13(f) [197], whereas significant enhancements in |F(QCDW, )| for    only occur for H  0, suggesting that the
application of a finite magnetic field increases the CDW excitations that break the particle-hole symmetry. It is
clear that none of these spectral dependences on k,  and H can be simply explained in terms of a pure dx2-y2wave SC ground state in the cuprates, nor can they be attributed to simple bandstructure effects because of the
sensitive H-dependence.
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Fig. 14: Spatially resolved STS studies of the vortex-state of an optimally doped electron-type cuprate La-112
(Tc = 43 K) at T = 6 K and for H || c-axis [10,17]: (a) A spatial map of the conductance power ratio rG (in log scale)
taken over a (64×64) nm2 area for H = 1 T, showing a zoom-in view of vortices separated by an average vortex
lattice constant aB = 52nm, which compares favorably with the theoretical value of 49 nm. The average radius of
the vortices (indicated by the radius of the circles) is (4.70.7) nm, comparable to the SC coherence length ab =
4.9 nm [176]. Here the conductance power ratio is defined as the ratio of (dI/dV)2 at || = eff and that at  = 0. (b)
Spatial evolution of the conductance (dI/dV) along the black dashed line cutting through two vortices in (a) for
H = 1T, showing significant modulations in the zero-bias conductance and slight modulations in the peak-topeak energy gap. (c) A spatial map of the conductance power ratio rG (in log scale) taken over a (65×50) nm2
area with H = 2T, showing a zoom-in view of vortices with an average vortex lattice constant aB = 35 nm, which
is consistent with the theoretical value. (d) Spatial evolution of the conductance is shown along the black dashed
line cutting through three vortices in (b) for H = 2T. (e) Evolution of the inter- and intra-vortex quasiparticle
tunneling spectra with magnetic field in La-112 for H = 1, 2, 3.5 and 6 T, where the PG spectra at the center of
vortex cores are given by the thick lines and those exterior to vortices are given by the thin lines. (f) Energy
histograms of La-112 determined from our quasiparticle tunneling spectra of La-112, showing the spectral
evolution with H. Note that there is no zero-bias conductance peak in the vortex-state, and that a low-energy
cutoff at nearly a constant value VCO = (8.50.6) meV exists for all fields.

In the case of STS studies of the vortex-state of electron-type cuprate superconductors, there are
interesting similarities and differences when compared with the vortex-state properties of hole-type cuprates. As
shown in Fig. 14 for representative STS studies of the infinite-layer system La-112, long-range disordered
vortices similar to those in the Y-123 system are also observed [17]. However, the vortex core radius appears to
be comparable to SC [17], which is in contrast to the much larger vortex halo size (halo ~ 10SC) found in Y-123
[11]
. Moreover, spatially resolved tunnelling spectra also exhibit PG features inside the vortex core of La-112,
with a PG energy PG ~ VCO smaller than the SC gap, PG < SC [17], which in contrast to the hole-type cuprates
that reveal PG  SC inside the vortex cores [10,11]. Here we note that the gap values SC and VCO are determined
empirically by taking 1/2 of the energy difference between the spectral peak-to-peak, pk-pk, for the inter- and
intra-vortex spectra, respectively. This finding is again consistent with the absence of zero-field PG phenomena
above Tc in the electron-type cuprate superconductors. Hence, we conclude that the rich phenomena revealed in
the vortex-state STS studies of both hole- and electron-type cuprates can all be consistently understood within
the two-gap scenario.

2.4.2. Strong quantum, thermal and disorder fluctuations
As described earlier, cuprate superconductors are doped Mott insulators with strong electronic
correlation that can result in a variety of competing orders (COs) in the ground state. Therefore, significant
quantum fluctuations and reduced SC stiffness are expected in the cuprates because of the existence of multiple
channels of low energy excitations, which are believed to contribute to the extreme type-II nature of the cuprate
superconductors [14,15]. Moreover, external variables such as temperature (T) and applied magnetic field (H) can
vary the interplay of SC and CO, such as inducing or enhancing the CO at the price of more rapid suppression of
SC [41,52], thereby leading to weakened SC stiffness and strong thermal and field-induced fluctuations
[68,77,78,81,82]
. These effects are likely the primary cause for the occurrence of a vortex liquid phase below the
upper critical field of cuprate superconductors. Moreover, the significantly weakened SC stiffness also implies
much stronger susceptibility of vortices to disorder, giving rise to various types of glassy phases at low
temperatures, depending on the type and dimensionality of disorder, as exemplified in Fig. 15(a) for the vortex
phase diagram of three-dimensional cuprate superconductors with random point disorder and for H || c-axis,
showing the occurrence of a vortex liquid phase below the upper critical field Hc2(T) and additional disordered
vortex solid phases (i.e., the “vortex glass” [81,82] and “Bragg glass” [86,87]) below the vortex liquid phase. For
comparison, the vortex phase diagram for conventional type-II superconductors is shown in Fig. 15(b), where
the ordered vortex solid phase, known as the vortex lattice, extends all the way to Hc2(T) without the occurrence
of a vortex liquid phase. In the context of strong disorder fluctuations, correlated disorder such as columnar
defects and twin boundaries can result in different universality classes of vortex phase transitions [83,84,89-97]
relative to the situation of random point defects, as exemplified in Figs. 16(a)-(c) for the vortex glass [81,82], Bose
glass [83,84] and splayed glass [96,97] transitions associated with different types of defects. Details for the theory
and experimental investigations of disorder-induced novel vortex dynamics in the cuprate superconductors can
be found in Refs. [81] – [97].
In addition to the quantum criticality induced by competing orders, the quasi two-dimensional nature of
the cuprates may yield a quantum criticality in the limit of decoupling of CuO2 planes [190]. Indeed, recent
studies have demonstrated experimental evidence from macroscopic magnetization measurements for fieldinduced quantum fluctuations among a wide variety of cuprate superconductors with different microscopic
variables such as the doping level () of holes or electrons, the electronic mass anisotropy (), and the number of
CuO2 layers per unit cell (n) [14,15,77,78]. It is suggested that the manifestation of strong field-induced quantum
fluctuations is consistent with a scenario that all cuprates are in close proximity to a quantum critical point
(QCP) [77].
To investigate the effect of quantum fluctuations on the vortex dynamics of cuprate superconductors,
vortex phase diagrams for different cuprates were studied at T  0 to minimize the effect of thermal
fluctuations, and the magnetic field was applied parallel to the CuO2 planes (H || ab) to minimize the effect of
random point disorder [77]. The rationale for having H || ab is that the intrinsic pinning effect of layered CuO2
planes generally dominates over the pinning effects of random point disorder [85], so that the commonly
observed glassy vortex phases associated with point disorder for H || c (e.g., vortex glass and Bragg glass)
[81,82,86,87]
can be prevented. In the absence of quantum fluctuations, random point disorder can cooperate with
the intrinsic pinning effect to stabilize the low-temperature vortex smectic and vortex solid phases [85], so that
the vortex phase diagram for H || ab would resemble that of the vortex-glass and vortex-liquid phases observed
for H || c with a glass transition HG (T = 0) approaching Hc2 (T = 0). On the other hand, when field-induced
quantum fluctuations are dominant [6,68], the vortex phase diagram for H || ab will deviate substantially from the

predictions solely based on thermal fluctuations and intrinsic pinning, so that strong suppression of the magnetic
irreversibility field Hirr(T) relative to the upper critical field Hc2 is expected at T  0 [14,15,77], as schematically
shown in Fig. 15(c), because the induced persistent current circulating along both the c-axis and the ab-plane
can no longer be sustained if field-induced quantum fluctuations become too strong to maintain the c-axis
superconducting phase coherence.
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Fig. 15: Novel vortex dynamics of high-temperature superconducting cuprates in comparison with conventional
type-II superconductors: (a) Schematic H vs. T vortex phase diagrams of cuprate superconductors for H || c-axis,
assuming thermal fluctuations and random point disorder [81,82,86,87]. The vortex phase (neglecting the lower
critical field Hc1 due to the extreme type-II nature) with increasing H and T evolves from the Bragg glass [86,87] to
the vortex glass [81,82] through the phase boundary HG(T) and then to the vortex liquid through the phase
boundary HM(T) before reaching the upper critical field Hc2(T). The occurrence of glass and liquid phases below
Hc2 may be attributed to the strong disorder and thermal fluctuations in cuprate superconductors. (b) Schematic
vortex phase diagram for conventional type-II superconductors is shown for comparison with that of the cuprate
superconductors. (c) For H || ab-plane, assuming dominating quantum fluctuations associated with the proximity
to quantum criticality and COs [6,14,15,68,77], it is conjectured and experimentally verified that the application of
high in-plane magnetic fields in the T  0 limit may suppress the phase coherent superconducting (SC) phase at
a field characteristic H*  Hirr(T0) much below the upper critical field Hc2 due to the field-induced currents
exceeding the c-axis critical currents and/or field-enhanced competing orders (COs) that result in strong
quantum fluctuations [6,14,15,68,77]. The characteristic field is expected to be dependent on the material properties
of the cuprates, which may be parameterized by , where  is a function of the doping level (), the electronic
mass anisotropy () and the number of CuO2 layers per unit cell (n) [14,15, 77].

Indeed, experimental studies on a wide variety of cuprate superconductors revealed consistent findings
with the notion that all cuprate superconductors exhibit significant field-induced quantum fluctuations, as
manifested by a characteristic field Hirr(T0)  H* << Hc2(T0), and exemplified in Fig. 15(c) [77]. The degree
of quantum fluctuations for each cuprate may be expressed in terms of a reduced field h*  [H*/Hc2(0)], with h*

 0 indicating strong quantum fluctuations and h*  1 referring to the mean-field limit. Most importantly, the
h* values of all cuprates appear to follow a trend on a h*()-vs.- plot, where  is a material parameter for a
given cuprate that reflects its doping level , electronic mass anisotropy , and charge imbalance if the number
of CuO2 layers per unit cell n satisfies n  3 [57,58]. Specifically,  is defined by the following [77]:

   1   o  i 
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 n  2 

,

(n  3)

(12)

(n  2)

(13)

In Eq. (12) the ratio of charge imbalance in multi-layer cuprates with n  3 is given by (o/i) [57,58] between the
doping level of the outer layers (o) and that of the inner layer(s) (i). Finally, in the event that Hc2(0) exceeds
the paramagnetic field Hp  SC(0)/(21/2B) for highly anisotropic cuprates, where SC(0) denotes the SC gap at T
= 0, h* is defined by (H*/Hp) because Hp becomes the maximum critical field for superconductivity.
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Fig. 16: Schematics of different universality classes of vortex phases associated with different types of disorder
in cuprate superconductors [96,97]: (a) the “vortex glass” due to random point defects and classified by an
isotropic static exponent  and a dynamic exponent z [81,82,89-94]; (b) the “Bose glass” due to correlated parallel
columnar defects and classified by two static exponents (||,) and a dynamic exponent z [83,84,94,95]; (b) the
“splayed glass” due to correlated canted columnar defects and classified by three static exponents (x,y,z) and
a dynamic exponent z [96,97]. Here the red curves represent vortices and the gray columns represent correlated
columnar defects induced by heavy ion irradiation [94,95]. Here the static exponent  is defined by the vortex
correlation length  associated with a second-order vortex phase transition temperature Tcr according to the
relation  = 0 |1(T/Tcr)|, where 0 is temperature independent; and the dynamic exponent z is defined by the
vortex relaxation time  near Tcr according to the relation  = 0 |1(T/Tcr)|-z, where 0 is independent of T.

Systematic studies of the in-plane irreversibility fields of various cuprate superconductors (see Fig.
17(a)) revealed a universal trend for h*()-vs.-, as shown in Fig. 17(b) [77]. In particular, it is worth noting the
h*-vs.- dependence in the multi-layered hole-type cuprate superconductors HgBa2Ca2Cu3Ox (Hg-1223, Tc =
133 K), HgBa2Ca3Cu4Ox (Hg-1234, Tc = 125 K) and HgBa2Ca4Cu5Ox (Hg-1245, Tc = 108 K): While these
cuprate superconductors have the highest Tc and Hc2 values, they also exhibit the smallest h* and  values,
suggesting maximum quantum fluctuations. These strong quantum fluctuations can be attributed to both their
extreme two dimensionality (i.e.,  1) [198,199] and significant charge imbalance that leads to strong CO in the
inner layers [57,58]. This notion is corroborated by the muon spin resonance (SR) experiments [56] that revealed
increasing AFM ordering in the inner layers of the multi-layer cuprates with n  3. Therefore, the investigation
of the in-plane magnetic irreversibility in a wide variety of cuprate superconductors reveals strong field-induced
quantum fluctuations [77], which is consistent with the notion that cuprate superconductors are in close proximity
to quantum criticality as a result of the coexistence of competing orders and superconductivity in the ground
state.
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Fig. 17: Experimental manifestation of strong field-induced quantum fluctuations in a variety of cuprate
superconductors H || ab. (a) Reduced in-plane fields (Hirr/Hp) and (Hc2/Hp) vs. (T/Tc) for various cuprates [77]. In
the T  0 limit where Hirr  H*, the reduced fields h*  (H*/Hp) < 1 are found for all cuprates Y-123, NCCO,
Bi-2212, La-112, Hg-1234, Hg-1223, and Hg-1245 (in descending order) [77]. (b) h*-vs.- in logarithmic plot
for different cuprates, with decreasing α representing increasing quantum fluctuations. The solid lines are
power-law fitting curves given by 5(− c)1/2, using different c = 0, 104 and 2104 from left to right [77].

2.4.3. Anomalous sign-reversal Hall conductivity in the vortex state
The CO scenario also appears to be relevant to one of the outstanding issues in the cuprate
superconductors, namely, the anomalous sign reversal in the vortex-state Hall conductivity (xy) as a function
either T or H for both electron- and hole-type cuprate superconductors [106–111]. Although quantitative description
for the microscopic theory of the vortex-state Hall conduction remains incomplete, several important facts have
been established: First, the sign reversal is associated with the intrinsic physical properties of cuprate
superconductors [200–203] and is independent of either the electronic mass anisotropy [110] or the degree of disorder
in the superconductors, regardless of random [200] or correlated disorder [110]. Specifically, for a given cuprate
superconductor of a mass anisotropy   (mc/mab) and for a magnetic field H applied at an angle  relative to the
crystalline c-axis, the Hall conductivity xy(H,T,,) may be scaled into a universal function  xy  H , T Tc 
through the following transformation, independent of the type of disorder or the mass anisotropy [110]:

 xy  H , T Tc    xy  H , T , ,   1   1 tan 2  ,

H  H cos 2    1 sin 2  .

(14)

Second, the occurrence of sign reversal in xy is attributed to the non-uniform spatial distribution of carriers
within and far outside the vortex core [201–203]. Third, the dc vortex-state Hall conductivity of superconducting
cuprates is found to be strongly dependent on the doping level, showing anomalous sign reversal in the
underdoped regime and no anomaly in the overdoped regime [204]. This important experimental finding suggests
the relevance of the vrtex-core oelectronic structures to the Hall conductivity in the SC state. Given the STS
observation of PG phenomena inside the vortex cores of both hole- and electron-type cuprates [10,11,17] that
differs fundamentally from the “normal core” approximations in conventional type-II superconductors, we may
attribute the occurrence of sign reversal in the vortex-state xy to the reduced quasiparticle LDOS inside the
vortex cores as the result of competing orders (COs). This conjecture is further corroborated by the increasing
sign reversal effect with decreasing doping [204] because the effect of COs and therefore the suppression in the
vortex-core LDOS becomes more significant in the underdoped limit.

2.4.4. Quantum oscillations at low temperatures
The aforementioned ubiquitous presence of strong field-induced quantum fluctuations in a large variety
of cuprate superconductors implies that the low-temperature dissipative vortex state is a strongly fluctuating
vortex liquid (Fig. 15(c)) [77,78], which may differ from the zero-field normal state above Tc. Indeed, recent low
temperature high-field quantum oscillations observed in underdoped hole-type cuprates YB2Cu3O6+x (Y-123) [98102]
have led to implications of excess Fermi surface structures that differ from those obtained from the zerofield ARPES experiments. Theoretical analysis of the experimental data finds that the assumption that the
oscillation period is given by the underlying Fermi-surface area using the Onsager relation becomes invalid [103]
in this low-temperature high-field limit. The physical origin for such differences has been attributed by some to
reconstructed Fermi surfaces due to the underlying incommensurate SDW [102,104], and by others to the presence
of excess electron pockets [105].
Generally speaking, it is not theoretically rigorous to infer the zero-field normal-state properties of
cuprate superconductors directly from the studies of quantum oscillations in the low-temperature vortex-liquid
state unless the effects of field-induced quantum fluctuations on the Fermi surface of the cuprates and the
vortex-state quantum oscillations can be understood. For instance, a SDW state could evolve into a different
magnetic order under sufficiently strong magnetic fields at low temperatures, which may give rise to a Fermi
surface reconstruction such as the occurrence of four hole pockets created by a (,) folding [102-104].
Additionally, the observation of negative Hall effects [105] in the low-temperature high-field limit is similar to the
anomalous sign-reversal Hall conductivity of both hole- and electron-type cuprates in the high-temperature and
low-field vortex-liquid state [106-111]. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, the PG phenomena revealed inside the vortex
cores of both hole- and electron-type cuprate superconductors [10,11,17] suggest that the vortex cores contributing
to the Hall conductivity in the vortex liquid state contain opposite charge carriers to regions outside the vortex
cores [7], thereby giving rise to signal reversal Hall conductivity in the vortex liquid state. Given that the PG
phenomena inside the vortex core may be attributed to the presence of COs, the attribution of the negative Hall
effects [105] together with quantum oscillations to the occurrence of electronic pockets may be naïve. Putting all
empirical facts in the vortex state of the cuprates together, it is natural to suggest that both effects of quantum
fluctuations and COs must be considered to fully account for the observed mixed-state quantum oscillations.

2.4.5. Anomalous Nernst effect under finite fields in the normal state
The anomalous Nernst effect [115,116,205] occurring in the under-doped hole-type cuprates at temperatures
will above Tc and the absence of such an effect in all electron-type cuprates remains a mystery. Generally, the
Nernst effect refers to a transverse electric field generated by moving vortices in the presence of a thermal
gradient. Specifically, for vortices moving with velocity v down a thermal gradient T || xˆ , a Josephson
voltage is generated and is observed as a transverse electric field Ey = Bvx, where B is the mean flux density.
While the vortex-Nernst effect is well explored and understood in low-Tc superconductors, the observation of
the Nernst effect in various hole-type cuprates at temperatures well above Tc has generated much debate over the
physical origin for such an effect. For instance, the pre-formed pair model [186-188] suggests that the zero-field
superconducting transition temperature Tc is merely the loss of long-range phase rigidity so that pairs may in
fact survive up to a much higher temperature. Therefore, vortices could exist above Tc due to local phase
coherence, thus giving rise to the observed anomalous Nernst effect. However, given the inconsistency of the
one-gap model with most other experimental phenomena, it seems that theoretical investigation for possible
contributions from COs to the normal-state Nernst effect is necessary to settle the issue for the physical origin of
the anomalous Nernst effect. For instance, the presence of SDW-like CO above Tc may give rise to a non-trivial
Berry phase for carriers moving under the influence of a thermal gradient and a finite magnetic field. On the
other hand, settling the physical origin for this anomalous Nernst effect may not have a major bearing on our
overall understanding of the pairing mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity, because the primary
issue appears to be devising means to generate a strong sign-changing pairing potential from repulsive
interactions while preventing phase separations and ensuring the itinerant motion of pairs. We shall return to this
point in the discussion section.

3. Iron-Based Superconductors
The discovery of a new class of iron-based superconductors in 2008 [2] with a maximum transition
temperature (Tc) of ~ 55 K to date [206-217] has rekindled intense activities in SC research. In particular, there are
interesting similarities and contrasts between the cuprates and the ferrous compounds. Parallel studies of the
low-energy excitations of both systems have yielded useful insights into the fundamental issue of pair formation
in superconductors [218-222]. A list of similarities and differences in some of the important physical properties of
these two classes of superconductors are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of various important physical properties of cuprate and ferrous superconductors
Cuprates (hole-type)

Cuprates (electrontype)
43 K
Antiferromagnetic
Mott insulator

Iron pnictides
1111 & 122
55 K
Semi-metal with
(,0)-SDW nested
to the electron-hole
Fermi surfaces

Record-high Tc
Parent state (x = 0)

165 K
Antiferromagnetic
Mott insulator

Parent-state
electronic
configuration
Electronic
correlation
Pairing symmetry

9 d-electrons,
single-band
approximations
Strong
(U ~ 8 eV)
dx2-y2 (under- &
optimally doped)
d x2-y2+s
(overdoped)
Coexisting SC &
CDW/PDW (under& optimally doped)
Pure SC
(overdoped)

9 d-electrons,
single-band
approximations
Strong
(U ~ 8 eV)
dx2-y2
(all doping levels)

6 d-electrons, fiveband
approximations
Weak
(U < 2 eV)
Sign-changing
s-wave (s)

Coexisting SC &
SDW (under- &
optimally doped)
Pure SC
(overdoped)

Coexisting SC &
(,0)-SDW (underdoped 122 systems)
Pure SC (1111
systems)

SC gap @ T < Tc &
pseudogap @ T* >
T > Tc (under- &
optimally doped)
Pure SC gap @ T <
Tc (overdoped)
Pseudogap > SC
gap (optimally and
under-doped)
Pseudogap < SC
gap or bound states
for overdoped?

SC gap @ T < Tc &
pseudogap @ T <
T* < Tc (under- &
optimally doped)
Pure SC gap @ T <
Tc (overdoped)
Pseudogap < SC
gap (optimally
doped)

Two SC gaps for
hole- & electronpockets @ T < Tc

Ground state
phases

Energy gaps

Intra-vortex spectra

Pseudogap < SC
gap (optimally
doped)
Bound states & no
pseudogap for
overdoped samples

Iron chalcogenides:
11: Fe1+y(Te1-xSex)
27 K
Semi-metal with
(,)-SDW (y <
0.11);
Semiconductors w/
incommensurate
SDW (y > 0.11)
6 d-electrons, fiveband
approximations
Intermediate
Sign-changing
s-wave (s) or
nodeless d-wave
Coexisting SC &
(,)-SDW (y <
0.11)
Coexisting SC &
incommensurate
SDW (y > 0.11)
Two SC gaps for
hole- & electronpockets @ T < Tc;
or one SC gap for
systems with
vanishing holes
Pseudogap < SC
gap or bound
states? Doping
dependence?

3.1. Basic Structural and Magnetic Properties
Similar to the cuprate superconductors, the iron-based superconductors, which include the pnictide
and the iron-chalcogenide [214-217] superconductors, are correlated layered materials with magnetic
instabilities. The common chemical building block of these superconductors is FeX, where X = As, P, S, Se, Te.
Structurally, FeX forms a tri-layer that consists of a square array of Fe sandwiched between two checkerboard
layers of X, as illustrated in Fig. 18(a). These tri-layers are further separated by the “bridging layers” consisting

[2,206-213]

of alkali, alkaline-earth, or rare-earth atoms and oxygen/fluorine. Strong experimental and theoretical evidences
have associated the origin of superconductivity in these ferrous superconductors with the d-electrons of Fe in the
FeX tri-layers, with the X-layer contributing to delocalizing the d-electrons [218-220]. Therefore, the FeX tri-layers
may be considered as playing the same role in ferrous superconductivity as the CuO2 layers in the cuprates.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 18: (a) Schematics of the basic building block of the ferrous superconductors: Top view of the FeX trilayer,
where X = As, P, S, Se, Te. The triad (a, b, and c) demonstrates the three crystallographic directions. (b) The
antiferromagnetic order of the stoichiometric iron-based materials. The red arrows represent the magnetic
moments, and the blue arrows indicate the directions of structural distortion. (c) – (e) Schematics of three
representative phase diagrams for different types of ferrous superconductors [223-225]. Here TS(x) denotes the
phase boundary for a structural phase transition from a tetragonal phase at T  TS to an orthorhombic (OTR)
crystalline structure at T < TS; TN(x) is the Néel temperature for the onset of an antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase
at T < TN; and Tc(x) represents the doping dependent superconducting transition temperature.
There are three primary structures associated with the layered rare-earth transition-metal oxypnictides.
The dominant type ROTPn (R = rare earth elements La, Nd, Sm, Pr, Ce; T = transition metals Fe, Ni, Mn, Co;
Pn = pnictogen P, As), also denoted as the “1111” system, can be doped with either electrons or holes [2,206-209].
In the case of LaOFeAs, the doping of fluoride ions at the oxygen sites provide electrons from the La(O1-xFx)
layers to the FeAs tri-layers and replacing magnetism with superconductivity (SC) for x = 0.05 to 0.12, leading
to a maximum Tc at 26 K [2,206,207]. Replacing La with Pr, Nd, and Sm has been shown to further boost Tc up to
55 K [209]. On the other hand, substituting La with Sr leads to hole-doped compounds (La1-xSrx)OFeAs with Tc
up to 25 K [208]. The second type of layered compounds known as the 122 system has the formula (A1[210]
or Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 [211,212], where A = Ba or Sr, and A = K or Cs. The Tc of KFe2As2 and
xAx)Fe2As2
CsFe2As2 is 3.8 and 2.6 K, respectively, which rises with partial substitution of Sr for K and Cs and peaks at 37
K for 50%-60% Sr substitution [210]. Placing Fe in the 122 system by Co leads to electron-doped 122 with a
maximum Tc up to 24 K [211,212]. Moreover, SC and AFM phases are found to coexist for a range of electron
doping, similar to the CO phenomena found in the cuprates. The third type of layered compounds MFeAs (or
“111”) with M = Li or Na are shown to exhibit Tc = 20 K and 18 K [213], respectively, and the 111 system is
analogous to the infinite-layer system SrCuO2 in the cuprate superconductors.
Among the iron chalcogenides, the structure is known as the “11” system of Fe(Se1xTex), which is the
simplest form among the ferrous superconductors [214-217]. The first discovery of superconductivity in the 11
system was found in -FeSe with Tc ~ 8 K [214]. Subsequently, dramatic pressure-enhanced Tc up to ~ 27 K has
been reported [215]. Additionally, replacing Se by Te up to 50% can further enhance Tc, and the resulting
compound exhibits an even stronger pressure effect [216], although FeTe is found to be not superconducting due
to structural deformation that simultaneously breaks magnetic symmetry [216]. In a very recent development, a
number of intercalated FeSe compounds AxFe2−ySe2 (where A = K, Cs, Tl) were made, raising Tc from 8 K for

FeSe to above 30 K [217]. Overall, the Fermi surface and magnetic properties of the 11 system are very similar to
those of the iron pnictides. On the other hand, there are evidences for vanished hole-pockets in the intercalated
compounds AxFe2−ySe2, which would be theoretically favorable for nodeless d-wave pairing.
Most of the stoichiometric parent compounds exhibit antiferromagnetism (AFM) at ambient pressure,
and the spatial arrangement of the magnetic moments in the FeX tri-layer of the parent compounds (except the
11 system) is schematically shown Fig. 18(b) [223–225]. This magnetic order couples intimately with a tetragonalto-orthorhombic structural distortion. For the stoichiometric 122 system such as the BaFe2As2 [224], first-order
structural and AFM transitions occur at the same temperature, as illustrated in Fig. 18(e). In the low-temperature
phase, the ab plane Fe-Fe distance elongates in the direction parallel to the magnetic moment and contracts in
the direction perpendicular to it, as indicated by the blue arrows in Fig. 18(b). On the other hand, the 1111
system such as LaFeAsO [223] and CeFeAsO [225], the structural transition occurs at a slightly higher temperature
followed by a magnetic transition, as shown in Fig. 18(c) and (d). Thus, there exists a temperature window in
which the stoichiometric 1111 compounds are paramagnetic with fluctuating magnetism, but the four-fold
crystalline rotation symmetry is broken by the structural distortion in the orthorhombic (OTR) phase, implying
that the electron-lattice coupling will be enhanced in the OTR phase [226]. This coupling could either impede or
assist the electron pairing. Moreover, the AFM state is a semi-metal, which is in sharp contrast to the cuprates
where the parent AFM compounds are Mott insulators.
3.2. Two-Gap Superconductivity, Unconventional Pairing Symmetry and Magnetic Resonances
Calculations based on the density functional theory [212, 227-229] have shown that there are many bands
near the Fermi level of these iron-based compounds and that their Fermi surfaces involve multiple disconnected
Fermi pockets, as exemplified in Fig. 19. These electronic properties of the ferrous compounds are in contrast to
the cuprates, the latter are primarily described by an effective one band model with a large Fermi surface (Fig.
8(a)). The presence of multiple bands and multiple disconnected Fermi surfaces suggests that inter-Fermi
surface interactions may be important to the occurrence of ferrous superconductivity. Indeed, calculations of
magnetic susceptibility [229,230] have shown that these ferrous compounds have a tendency for AFM order, and
the wave vectors associated with the AFM coupling coincide with those connecting the centers of the electron
and hole Fermi pockets, as shown in Fig. 19. These theoretical findings have led to the conjecture of two-gap
superconductivity mediated by AFM spin fluctuations, with sign-changing s-wave (s±) order parameters for the
hole and electron Fermi pockets.

(a)

(b)

(c)
q3 (,)
q2 (,0)

Fig. 19: (a) Schematics of the two-dimensional Fermi surfaces (FS) of ferrous superconductors in the one-iron
unit cell, showing the presence of a and b hole pockets at the -point of the Brillouin zone and electron pockets
g and d at the M-points. The SC order parameters are opposite in sign for the hole and electron pockets. Possible
quasiparticle interference (QPI) wave-vectors q1, q2 and q3 connecting different parts of the FS are indicated
[227,228,231,232]
. (b) Theoretical prediction for the zero-field QPI intensities as the result of non-magnetic impurity
scattering in an s±-wave superconductor, where q2 spots should be intense and q3 should be suppressed if the
quasiparticle energy is equal to one of the SC gap values [227,228,231]. Further, q1 = 2q2 may appear due to QPI
induced by the charge density wave (CDW) order, where the occurrence of CDW is associated with the AFM
order [233]. (c) Theoretical prediction for the zero-field QPI intensities due to magnetic impurity scattering in an
s±-wave superconductor, where q3 spots are intense and q2 intensities are suppressed if the quasiparticle energy
is equal to one of the SC gap values [227,228,231]. Alternatively, for non-magnetic impurities in the presence of
magnetic fields, the intensities of q2 spots would be reduced whereas those of q3 spots would be enhanced [232].

The manifestation of two-gap superconductivity has been demonstrated by both ARPES [234-236] and
STS [237-239] studies. As exemplified in Figs. 20(a)-(b) for under and over-doped Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 with x = 0.06
and 0.12, two predominant tunneling gap features at  and M are apparent for both doping levels. For a given
doing level both gaps decrease with increasing temperature and vanish above Tc [237]. Additionally, the tunneling
gaps exhibit particle-hole symmetry, confirming that the observed gaps are associated with superconductivity
[237]
.

Fig. 20: Spectroscopic evidence for two gap superconductivity in Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 [237]: (a) Left panel,
normalized tunneling conductance (dI/dV) vs bias voltage (V) spectra taken at T = 6, 10, and 15 K for the sample
with x = 0.06 and Tc = 14 K. The solid lines represent theoretical fittings to spectra using the Dynes formula [240]
modified for two gap BCS superconductors [237]. Two distinct tunneling gaps  and M can be identified from
the spectrum at T = 6 K, and both gaps decrease with increasing temperature and then vanish at T > Tc. Central
panel, the tunneling gaps  and M as a function of the reduced temperature (T/Tc) are shown by the symbols
and solid lines. Right panels, histograms for the quasiparticle (solid bars) and quasihole (shaded bars) branches,
showing particle-hole symmetry and the mean values of |M| = 4 meV and || = 8 meV. (b) Left panel,
normalized tunneling conductance (dI/dV) vs bias voltage (V) spectra taken at T = 6, 14, and 21 K for the sample
with x = 0.12 and Tc = 20 K. Central panel, the tunneling gaps  and M as a function of the reduced
temperature (T/Tc). Right panels, histograms for the quasiparticle (solid bars) and quasihole (shaded bars)
branches, showing particle-hole symmetry and the mean values of |M| = 5 meV and || = 10 meV.
The theoretical prediction for s±-wave pairing symmetry in the ferrous superconductors has been
confirmed by the inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectroscopy [241-244], STS [237,245] and a phase sensitive
experiment [246]. In the case of INS experiments, a neutron resonance at the AFM ordering wave vector was
theoretically expected below Tc for s±-wave pairing [241,242] and experimentally verified [243,244]. Specifically, the
magnetic susceptibility in the SC state of a multi-band superconductor is governed by the sign change of the SC
gaps at the ‘‘hot spots’’ of the Fermi surface and the following energy conservation formula for inelastic
scattering of the Bogoliubov quasiparticles on the Fermi surface [247,248]:
  k F , q     k F     k F  q  ,

(15)

where  and  represent different energy bands, and the wave-vectors q are between various Fermi surface
pieces with opposite signs in the SC pairing potential (kF + q).
For the STS studies, the elastic scattering of quasiparticles by impurities will be dependent on whether
the SC order parameter has opposite signs on electron and hole Fermi pockets [247,248] so that
  k F , q     k F     k F  q  .

(16)

Specifically, non-magnetic impurities will result in strong scattering of quasiparticles between the Fermi pockets
of different signs in the pairing potential while suppressing the scattering between pockets of the same sign in
the pairing potential [227,228,231], thus giving rise to the quasiparticle interference (QPI) patterns shown in Fig.
19(b). On the other hand, the presence of magnetic impurities or magnetic field would yield the QPI patterns
shown in Fig. 19(c) [227,228,231,232]. This behavior has been confirmed in Fe1+x(Se,Te) compounds [244] and in
Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 [237].
As exemplified in Figs. 21(a) and 21(b), the FT-LDOS of underdoped Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 with x = 0.06
in the reciprocal space for the one-iron unit cell is shown for  =  and  = , respectively. Two QPI wavevectors q1 and q2 are identified [237], and the ‐dependence of F(q2,) is shown in Fig. 21(c) [238]. The
pronounced peaks of F(q2,) at  = ,  and an energy associated with the magnetic resonance r1 ~
() [238] following Eqs. (15) and (16) support the notion that q2 is associated with the QPI wave-vector
between the electron- and hole-pockets rather than due to Bragg diffraction because the latter would have been
-independent. The absence of q3 in Figs. 21(a)-(b) further corroborates the s-wave pairing [237]. Moreover, the
strong q1 intensity is consistent with the presence of charge density waves (CDW) [233].

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 21: Spectroscopic evidence for s±-wave pairing symmetry in Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 [237,238]: (a) FT-LDOS of an
underdoped sample Ba(Fe0.94Co0.06)2As2 for H = 0 at  =  ~ 8 meV is shown in the 2D reciprocal space.
Strong intensities at q = q2 and q1 together with an additional nematic order are found [237]. The strong intensities
at q = q2 is consistent with the theoretical predictions for QPI patterns associated with s±-wave pairing potential,
whereas the strong intensities found at q1 ~ 2q2 are in agreement with the presence of CDW [233]. (b) F(q,)-vs. of underdoped Ba(Fe0.94Co0.06)2As2 (x = 0.06) for H = 0 at q = q2, showing sharp peaks only at  = , 
and r1, where F(q,) denotes the intensity of the FT-LDOS. The sharp QPI intensities occurring only at the SC
gaps and magnetic resonance exclude the possibility of attributing these wave-vectors to Bragg diffractions of
the reciprocal lattice vectors.
In addition to the information obtained from QPI due to elastic impurity scattering, the quasiparticle
tunneling spectra also contain inelastic scattering information at higher quasiparticle energies. Indeed, STS
studies of Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 [237,238] single crystals have revealed spectral features that are consistent with the
magnetic resonances. The characteristic energies identified from the quasiparticle tunneling spectra of Ba(Fe1xCox)2As2 and attributed to the magnetic resonances in these samples are found to satisfy the relationship r1 ~
( + ) ~ 1.5 ~ 3 and r2 ~ ( + ) ~ 2 [238]. Therefore, only one magnetic resonance r1 is
observed for optimally and overdoped Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 due to vanished -pocket, whereas r2 ~ (161) meV
for underdoped Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2. The correlation between the SC gaps and magnetic resonances is manifested
in Figs. 22(a)-(c) for three different doping levels. These findings from the STS studies for the magnetic
resonances are consistent with the observation in INS experiments [244,247], which again confirm the presence of
sign changes in the pairing potential associated with different disconnected Fermi surfaces [248].
In general, the magnetic resonance behavior directly probed by the INS spectroscopy provides valuable
information about the pairing mechanism of unconventional superconductors. In the cuprate superconductors,
INS exhibits a clear signature of a resonance mode that becomes strongly enhanced below Tc in addition to its
characteristic dispersion known as the ‘‘hourglass’’ behavior, and the resonant energy scales universally with
the SC gap amplitude [249]. The generalization of the observed magnetic resonances from the single-band cuprate

superconductors to the multi-band multi-gap ferrous superconductors
fluctuations in the SC state of these unconventional superconductors.
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Fig 22: Correlation between the SC gaps ,  and the magnetic resonant mode r1 of the Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2
superconductors [238]: (a) T-dependence of ,  and r1 for the underdoped sample (x = 0.06). (b) Tdependence of ,  and r1 for the overdoped sample (x = 0.12). (c) Correlation of the magnetic resonant
mode r1(T) with the SC gap (T) for Co-122 samples with three different doping levels of x = 0.06, 0.08 and
0.12. The slope agrees with the relation r1 ~ 3 ~ 1.5. This universal relationship among samples of
Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 with doping levels and at different temperatures below Tc suggests the relevance of AFM spin
fluctuations to the Cooper pairing in these superconductors [238,248].

3.3. Vortex-State Characteristics
As mentioned in Section 3.1 and exemplified in Figs. 18(c)-(e), there are a number of non-universal
properties among different ferrous superconductors. For instance, the SC state appears to be exclusive of the
AFM phase in the 1111 system, whereas the electron-type 122 system appears to have coexisting SC and AFM
phases for a finite range of doping levels, similar to the finding of competing orders in cuprate superconductors.
In this context, spatially resolved vortex-state STS studies of different ferrous superconductors should exhibit
different types of intra-vortex quasiparticle spectra, depending on whether AFM coexists with SC in the ground
state. Such results can also provide useful comparison of the iron-based superconductors with the cuprates.
To date there have only been two published reports with varying findings from the vortex-state STS
studies of the ferrous superconductors [239,250]. In one report, asymmetric vortex bound states appearing as
subgap peaks inside the vortex cores were observed in a hole-type 122 system (Ba0.6K0.4)Fe2As2 [239], which
implies pure SC both CO in this compound. In contrast, STS studies of an electron-type 122 system
Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 found complete suppression of SC coherence peaks but no apparent subgap peaks inside the
vortex cores [250]. However, in the latter case of investigation, the zero-field tunneling spectra of the specific
sample only revealed one spatially varying SC gap for all scanned areas [250], which differed from the expected
two-gap SC characteristics [237-239] that have been exemplified in Fig. 20. The missing two-gap phenomena may
be the result of surface reconstructions due to the reactive nature of the sample surface. Therefore, it is not
conclusive whether vortex bound states or pseudogap features exist inside the vortex core of the electron-type
Ba(Fe1-xCox)2As2 system. Moreover, whether the vortex core states of both the electron-type and hole-type 122
systems may exhibit doping dependence remains an open issue because no doping dependence of the vortex
core states has been investigated. A comprehensive STS experimental survey of the doping dependent vortexstate spectral characteristics in various families of iron-based superconductors can provide useful information
about possible correlations between the vortex-core states and the existence of AFM spin fluctuations. These
studies are nonetheless quite challenging, because STS experiments are extremely time consuming, whereas the
surface layers of most ferrous superconductors are very reactive and are prone to surface reconstructions as well
as surface degradation with time.

4. Implications for the High-Temperature Superconducting Mechanism
In this section we discuss the physical implications on the pairing mechanism of high-temperature
superconductivity based on the aforementioned comparative studies of the cuprate and ferrous superconductors.
The quest for the pairing mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity [2-4,251,252] and the debate
over the role of electron-phonon coupling [196,253] has never ceased since the discovery of cuprate
superconductors. Based on comprehensive experimental surveys in both the cuprate and ferrous
superconductors, there are strong evidences that the relevant pairing interaction must be repulsive in these two
classes of high-temperature superconductors. In fact, the same situation applies to the heavy-fermion
superconductors that also exhibit unconventional pairing symmetry, spin resonances, layered structures,
competing orders, and quantum criticality [254-263]. Hence, the pairing mechanism for all these unconventional
superconductors must involve sign-changing pairing potentials in different parts of the Fermi surfaces
[123,124,237,238,245]
. The apparent link between the Fermi surface topology and the sign-reversal SC pairing potential
[222,248]
as well as the proportionality between the SC transition temperature Tc and the spin fluctuation
temperature T0 [249,264] for all these unconventional superconductors strongly suggests that the presence of a
magnetic mode mediates the Cooper pairing via a repulsive interaction. In this context, the attractive and smallmagnitude pairing energy mediated by the electron-phonon coupling is unlikely the pairing mechanism for hightemperature superconductivity. Rather, the pairing mechanism would favor repulsive electronic interactions with
Coulomb like correlations, and it is tempting to suggest that stronger correlated cuprates with an insulating
parent state would yield larger pairing potentials and therefore higher Tc values than the iron-based compounds
that have a semi-metallic parent state.
However, the formation of Cooper pairing in unconventional superconductors must involve a subtle
balance between the large repulsive interaction and the tendency to localize charge carriers [220]. In particular,
the repulsive interaction must be gingerly arranged among pairs of carriers in different parts of the Fermi
surfaces with opposite signs in the pairing potential, which may be achieved by either pairing the carriers in the
same band with an orbital angular momentum larger than 0 [118], or pairing the carriers with zero orbital angular
momentum in different bands of opposite signs in potential [229]. The latter pairing arrangement is consistent
with most iron-based superconductors other than a special class of iron chalcogenides AxFe2-ySe2, whereas the
former pairing scenario is consistent with the situation in cuprate superconductors and also in AxFe2-ySe2 where
the hole pockets are found to completely vanish and so nodeless d-wave pairing has been predicted theoretically
[265,266]
. In addition to the orbital degree of freedom for pairing, AFM coupling is most favorable for the spin
degree of freedom to achieve singlet Cooper pairs. Thus, a parent system with AFM order appears to be an
important common feature among the cuprate, ferrous and heavy-fermion superconductors. While long-range
AFM must be suppressed before SC can appear, dynamic AFM fluctuations [252] may be favorable for hightemperature superconductivity. Moreover, the cuprate, ferrous and heavy-fermion superconductors all exhibit
very similar doping dependent phase diagrams as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) and Figs. 18(c)-(e). The proximity of
SC to AFM instabilities implies the relevance of quantum criticality and quantum fluctuations to the occurrence
of SC. Finally, all these three types of unconventional superconductors exhibit quasi-two dimensionalities, with
effective layered structures playing the key role in superconductivity.
On the other hand, the aforementioned clever arrangements for pairing the carriers in different parts of
the Fermi surfaces under a repulsive interaction are not sufficient to yield superconductivity, because the
complexity of many-body interactions in a correlated electronic system could favor different instabilities from
superconductivity upon lowering the temperature. It is therefore not difficult to understand the complications of
competing orders in the underdoped cuprate superconductors where the electronic correlations are most
significant. Similarly, in the case of heavy-fermion superconductors where the Tc values are much lower than
those of the cuprate and ferrous superconductors, long-range magnetic orders are generally prevailing at higher
temperatures and superconductivity cannot appear until the temperature lowers below the Kondo temperature so
that localized magnetic moments become completely shielded by conduction electrons. Thus, the occurrence of
competing orders in these unconventional superconductors seems to be a natural consequence of strong
electronic correlations rather than a necessary condition for high temperature superconductivity.
Although the electron-phonon interaction is unlikely the “glue” for Cooper pairs in the cuprate and
ferrous superconductors, the presence of electron-phonon coupling under special circumstances may assist
stronger charge transfer and thus enhance the electronic density of states at the Fermi level and result in an
increase of Tc under favorable conditions [196,253]. For instance, in the underdoped hole-type cuprate
superconductors, isotope effects on Tc are found to decrease with increasing doping and then completely vanish
at the optimal doping [267-271]. In contrast, no isotope effects have been reported in any of the electron-type

cuprate superconductors. Such findings may be attributed to the slower carrier mobility in underdoped cuprate
superconductors so that coupling between typically faster moving carriers in the dynamic mixture of 3d92p5 and
3d92p6 electronic configurations to the slower-moving longitudinal optical phonon modes along the Cu-O bond
becomes possible. This stronger electron-phonon coupling could assist better charge transfer along the antinodal direction of the pairing potential [196]. In contrast, the electronic configurations of electron-doped cuprate
superconductors consist of a dynamic mixture of 3d102p6 and 3d92p6, which is less favorable for optical phononassisted charge transfer along the Cu-O bond [7] and therefore is consistent with the empirical finding of
insignificant isotope effect. Overall, it appears that electron-phonon coupling is unlikely to be solely responsible
for the occurrence of high-temperature superconductivity, at least not in the case of the cuprate, ferrous and
heavy-fermion superconductors, even though in some special cases the coupling may help enhance the
superconducting transition.
The realization of repulsive pairing potentials and competing orders appears to have settled many
puzzling issues and debates in the cuprate and ferrous superconductivity. However, a conclusive experiment to
unambiguously point to the AFM spin fluctuations as the mediator for Cooper pairing in these high-temperature
superconductors is yet to be devised. Moreover, in search for a good “recipe” for high-temperature
superconductivity, it is important to ask whether other pairing mechanisms different from the AFM spin
fluctuations may be viable candidates. These profound and yet unsettled issues will certainly keep the research
field of superconductivity intellectually challenging and exciting.

5. Conclusion
We have reviewed the experimental findings and the corresponding theoretical understandings of
various unconventional low-energy excitation phenomena in two types of high-temperature superconductors, the
cuprate and iron-based superconductors. In the cuprate superconductors that are known as doped Mott insulators
with strong electronic correlations and are in close proximity to an antiferromagnetic (AFM) instability, signchanging unconventional dx2−y2-wave and (dx2−y2+s)-wave pairing symmetries are established among different
cuprates with varying doping levels, and the s-component appears to increase with increasing doping. The
unconventional dx2−y2-wave and (dx2−y2+s)-wave pairing symmetries minimize the on-site Coulomb repulsion, and
have significant consequences on the low-energy excitations and impurity-induced quasiparticle scattering in the
cuprates. The strong correlation in the cuprates and their proximity to an AFM instability result in coexisting
superconductivity (SC) with various competing orders (COs) in the ground state, yielding non-universal
phenomena (such as the pseudogap and Fermi arc phenomena) among different cuprates as well as the
occurrence of quantum criticality, strong quantum fluctuations, and weakened superconducting stiffness. A
phenomenology based on coexisting COs and SC in the cuprates appears to provide consistent account for a
wide range of experimental findings, and is also compatible with the possibility of pre-formed Cooper pairs and
significant phase fluctuations in cuprate superconductors.
In the case of iron-based superconductors whose parent states are AFM semi-metals, studies of the
low-energy quasiparticle and spin excitations reveal unconventional sign-changing s±-wave or nodeless d-wave
pairing symmetries with two SC gaps and two magnetic resonant modes that scale with the SC gaps. Our
comparative studies therefore suggest that the commonalities among the cuprate and the ferrous superconductors
include the proximity to AFM instabilities, the existence of AFM spin fluctuations and magnetic resonances in
the SC state, the unconventional pairing symmetries with sign-changing order parameters on different parts of
the Fermi surfaces, the layered structures, and the appearance of multi-channel low-energy excitations in the SC
state either due to COs as in the cuprates or due to multi-band pairing as in the iron-based superconductors.
These common features imply that the pairing potential in these high-temperature superconductors is repulsive
and therefore is predominantly electronic in nature. Moreover, the apparent link between the Fermi surface
topology and the sign-reversal SC pairing potential as well as the proportionality between the SC transition
temperature Tc and the spin fluctuation temperature T0 strongly suggests that the Cooper pairing in these hightemperature superconductors is mediated by a magnetic mode through repulsive interactions. Although under
special circumstances the electron-phonon interaction may help enhance the Tc value, it seems that the attractive
and relatively small electron-phonon interaction is unlikely the sole pairing mechanism for high-Tc
superconductivity.
In the context of singlet pairing through repulsive electronic interaction, it is tempting to suggest that
the strongly correlated cuprates with an insulating parent state are likely to acquire larger pairing potentials and

higher SC transition temperatures, whereas the semi-metallic parent state of the iron-based superconductors may
result in overall lower Tc values relative to the cuprates. On the other hand, strong electronic correlations have
the tendency to localize carriers and/or to induce other instabilities than superconductivity. Hence, proper
balance between the electronic correlation and the itinerancy of pairs is essential to the occurrence of hightemperature superconductivity. Finally, whether pairing mechanisms other than spin fluctuations may be
feasible for high-temperature superconductivity remains an open issue for exploration.
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